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TROOPS TO AID ARMIES HARD

PRESSED IN 'BELGIUM

DIE IN COAST

THE JURY TO

FOR PEACE li

TEACHERS

WRECK

ACQUIT

li EXICO

EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION WILL
VOTE UPON IT IN RESOLUTIONS

DIIIED

Berlin Denies the Rout, but Admits its
Forces Have not Been Able
to Advance

CF

STEAMER

ROBERTS

LEAVES

BELIEVES STATE FAILS TO MAKE HE SAYS REPORTS FROM THE
PUBLIC ARE HIGHLY REt" A CASE AGAINST MRS.

HANALEI GUES ASHORE
REEF, OFF
CALIFORNIA

ON BUXBURY

SCHOOLS

ADVISABILITY OF THIS RADICAL
CHANGE IN STATE WILL BE
DETERMINED

British Ships In Act'on
Berlin, Nov. 24 (by wireless to Lon
don). An official communication givhead
en out today by the German
staff
says:
quarters
'British warships again appeared
off the Belgian coast yesterday and
bombarded Lomboertzyde and Zee- brugge. Our troops suffered but
slight damage from this bombard
ment, but a number of Belgian villag
ers were killed and Injured. Other
wise no actual changes have occurred
in the west.
"In ihe eastern war theater the situation has not yet been decided. In
east Prussia our troops ore holding
their own to the northeast of the
plains, on the Mazur lakes. In northern Poland the fierce fighting which
has been taking place still has been
without result. In northern Poland
the battle in the region of Czenster-chow- a
hag come to a standstill.
"On our western wing to the northeast of Cracow our attack is progressing. The official Russian report that
General Liebert and General Tanne-wit- z
were toade . prisoners in(,east
Prussia is an invention. General Lie
bert at present is in Berlin and Gen
eral Tannewitz is at the head of his

HOPEFUL

CONSIDERED BY

port can be accepted they have beeu
separated, badly cut up and thousands CONSOLIDATION
taken prisoners, so these German
forces will require reformation.

KAISER'S HOPES OF HEMOVIS

PEOPLE JUDGE INSTRUCTS WILSON

WOMAN SUFFRAGE FIFTEEN

OF

ARSON AMERICAN

RESCUE CREWS ARE HELPLESS

WAS

DISTANCE, FOG AND A BREAKING
SEA ENLIST ON THE SIDE
OF DEATH

SELLS CASE LIKELY WILL
CALLED FOR TRIAL FRIDAY MORNING

THE RACE OIL

II

AS
HE AND BOYD WITHDRAW
CANDIDATES FOR CHAIRMAN
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

ASSURING
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THE
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RE-

INTERESTS

SAFE

BE THOSE OF FOREIGNERS, TOO, NOT
NOT ENDANGERED IN EVACUATING VERA CRUZ

INDICTED

THE

MAKES THE ROCKS SLIMY AND IS SAID TO HAVE STOLEN A CALF
BELONGING TO WILLIAM
ADDS TO MISERY OF THE
P. COOK
SURVIVORS

CAERANZA

STRATEGY

HE SAYS HE IS GIVING UP TERRITORY TO VILLA WITH DE-

FINITE PURPOSE

Washington. Nov. 24. President
Bolinas, Cal., Nov. 24. Forty-threJudge David J. Leahy this morning
survivors and 15 dead from the wreck instructed the jury to bring In a ver- Wison said today he had received re
ed coasting steamer Hanalei, which dict of not guilty in the ease of the assuring advices of conditions in Mex
went ashore yesterday on Ruxbury state against Gabriela Chavez da ico and was confident nothing serious
reef, near here, had been accounted Chavez the charge of arson. The would resiil:, to American interests ia
for at 10 a. m. today. .Of these, 30 state presented its evidence, and tne the present controversy among the
or ludirn decided that it waB not suf- - Mexican generals.
In
the committee were towed ashore by life lines,
clared this morning
Ga
smoother
to convict the woman.
the
sufficient
The president thinks conditions In
on resolutions where the committee struggled through
13 were brlela Chavez was indictea by tne Mexico will constantly Improve.
Inown
and
their
BATTLE LINE IN FRANCE UNCHANGED BY FIGHT
strength,
by
was unable to agree upon either quescutter grand jury on the charge of burning quiries by the British, French and
tion. The resolutions will he consid- carried aboard the revenue,
AU the dead also were the house of Jose Madril at Sanchez, Spanish ambassadors as to the safety
McCulloch.
ered at tomorrow's final sesson.
McCulloch.
on
the
She was represented by O. A. Larra- of their subjects have not been prothe
Consolidation of some of
state's
the Same Posi62 persons aboard, sjolo.
As
had
Troops of Opposing Nations Maintain Practically
vessel
the
tests, In a sense, according to the
seven higher educational institutions
lfvinar leaves but
en.se of the state against George White House view, but merely indica
told
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nil
thn
list
Tho
tions They Have Occupied for the Past Two Months
'
is expected to be a live issue in the
four unaccounted for. These figures geiis on the charge of forgery was tions of the desire of those European
Severe Strules are Reported at Ypres
coming session of the state legisla
men
Bet over until the end of the week. governments for the exercise by the
not include, however, five
ture. The only official contest, that did
14 will ha rnnstdpTAfl
and in the Argonne Region
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The president ln- -t
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mittee, was settled flits morning by
Two of these were known called into the case to assist Char.-es- '
night.
that the United
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stater
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Statements today by the
were variously reported
The civil case of Peter Roth. vs. in tw mnwJi,,
the .'European'
A new candi maining three
In the east, which un- Boyd of Albuquerque.
McCulloch and among Tranquilino Yam, to decide tne owa- ac
graddeft In doubt the outcome of the fighting
the
aboard
11131 tfiy IUHI
l
nomwill
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be
a
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woman,
date, probably
official reports say has resulted in a Russian victory.
those cast adrift when the Hanalei ership of a stallion, probably will be (he l;nited S(at(,g
ha nearest
ag
re- have
inated
Germans'
the
statement
that
troops."
tonight.
indefinite
an
war office makes
broke up. They could not be counted tried tomorrow morning. It is the MeBi to MexfRO; waa ab!e 0 ewTt
movement.
The
treated, and gives no indication of the "extent of the
with aay certainty among the dead or opinion of the attorneys that the case more infiuence In behalf of foreign-wi- ll
Situation In West Unchanged
PRAISE FOR HERRICK
German version is that the fightinr.is still in progress and that the
the living.
occupy two days. This case is ftrg
in Berlin that
Paris, Nov, 24. The offiial state
Washington, Nov. 24. President '
decision is yet to be reached. It is said
'broke
Into
on account of the fact that
of
Hanalei
splinters
interest
The
Administration off ieiale who have-I-t
ment given out in Paris this afternoon Wilson paid a tribute today to Myron
no doubt is entertained there as to an eventual German victory, but
on the reef
over two years ago and ,jeen keeIil)g jn cKse touch ultli
after
was.
tried
; "
poondlns
today
sitearly
the
T. Herrlck, who is retiring as ambas
says that generally speaking,
that the arrival or Russian reinforcements has postponed it.
It then eveutg ln Mexico were highly gratified
24 hours.
Some of the frag- decided 4a favor pf Roth.
on nearly
uation on November 23 showed no sador to France 1o be succeeded
statements
French
German
and
both
the
and
inshore to went to the supreme court ana Tt- l- today that the evacuation of Vera
France
In Belgium
washed
ments
far
enough
of
text
Tbe
Mr.
December 1 by William Sharp.
changes of importance.
enable those dinging to them to make decision was reversed. It now will be Cm oy American military forces un- say the fighting lags.
communication follows:
said he had been much pleas
Wilson
the
aca fii,ht for their lives.' The ordinary rAtHprt In the district court Roth is der Brigadier General Funston hat!
There is continued activity in the Argonne district, where,
"Generally speaking, it may be said ed with Mr. Herrick's work and that
made
the
allies
of life saving fwas power- represented by Hunker & Hunker, and been accomplished without any dishave
progress.
war
office,
cording to the French
that the situation, during the day of his conduct during the trying days of apparatus
distance, fog and a Yara: by John D. V. Veeder.
Rrnnhardment of Belgian coast towns by British war ships has
less
turbances. The fact that American
ju
against
November 23, has shown no important war in the French capital had been
those washed
sea. Amon
The grand jury has returned an in- occupation of the Mexican port had
breaking
been resumed, it i said in Berlin, causing a number of casualties so admirable he had been left in
changes.
to the Gerashore unaided was Mrs. Ethel Fer- dictment against Ramon Martinez on been ended with no untoward incident
among the inhabitants, but inflicting only slight injury
"Along the greater part of the front, charge as long as possible. The presand her eon Harold, S years the charge of larceny of cattlo. Ac- bears out the predictions of officials
man troops.
the enemy manifested his activity ident added, however, that he felt he guson
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of
Windsor, Cal.
old,
cording to the testimony ATrutinez hera They were pleased also over
The German official press bureau In Berlin denies
particularly by an intermittent cannon- should not keep two ambassadors In
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which was, however, less sirit-e- France any longer than was neces'
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Cook of Mineral Hill. Cook visited the new military governor of Vera
smashed ship coated
Scotland by a British patrolling vessel.
than on the preceding day. Never-th- sary. Mr. Herrlck Is retiring from the
of
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beach,
ranch at Mineral Hill belonging Cruz, for the safety of foreign resirocks
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slimy
The American consulate at Warsaw 'has ''been damaged by
less, there were here and there diplomatic service and returning to to the difficulties of the rescuers.
& Nahm one day and saw dents in that city.
to
Stern
re- Ambassador
Marye
today
bomb dropped from a German airship.
some Infantry attacks all of which the United States.
his
In administration circles today the
missing calf. He inquired of Juan
several persons
were repulsed. These attacks were
ported to the state department at Washington that
of the belief was expressed that with the
was
in
who
charge
Romero,
were
consulate
the
im the streets were killed and that windows in.
particularly violent in the Argonne,
HE VENTURED OPINION rancV where he obtained tne ammai. arr;vaj 0f General Villa's forces in
broken, although. no one in the building was injured.
where we gained some territory, and NO SANTA
Romero said that he bought it from jjexjco City all apprehension over the
In the region of Four de Paris.
The official reports of the Russians are correct; the tide of the
Martinez. It is likely that the trial eafely of foreign resident s there would
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IN A PRIVATE
"There is nothing to report between
great battle in Poland has turned in their favor. How important
of
the case will be postponed until the end pear8 f0r the 'safety of British
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the change is and to what extent it will influence future operations
the Argonne and the Vosge3. and furnext
meeting of the court In May, 1915. and
subjects and their inter-Nin the struggle between Germany arid. Russia was not apparent today.
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formation relative to conditions in the
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knew when their last moment had
come, for they sat placidly smoking
until Subu approached from behind
them, and with on blow of the kris

La Vaj'LoadingStoro

Specialization
a

not take it to a blacksmith but to a
The same holds good in
specialist
buying shoes, really nifty shoes being
For
found only in specially lines.
made
only
is
up
stock
out
reason
that
Cros-set- t,
of specialty lines Hanan, Ultra,
Douglas and Buster Brown
ter style and better quality." Carrying; a we do a large variety of styles,
iii nearly all widths, and with expert
fitters, we can, guarantee you fit,
style and satisfaction.

.I

Men's

at

$2.50

$3.50

Note These Reductions

HER

Thpre Is ant tn be a latent aonrehenalon
distress to mar the complete Joy of
expectation. But tms is quite overcome
by the advice of bo many women to use
"Mother's Friend." This Is an external
application designed to so lubricate the
muscles and to thus so relieve the pressure reacting on the nerves, that the
natural strain upon the cords and ligaments Is not accompanied by those severe
pains said to cause nausea, morning sickness and many local distresses. This
splendid embrocation is known to a multitude of mothers.
Many people believe that those remedies
which have stood the test of time, that
have been put to every trial under the
varying conditions of age, weight, general
health, etc., may be safely relied upon.
And judging by the fact that "Mother's
Friend" has been in continual use since
our grandmother's earlier years and is
known throughout the lTnlted States it
may be easily interred that it is something that women talk about and gladly
recommend to prospective mothers.
"Mother'a Friend" Is prepared only to
our own laboratory and Is sold by druggists everywhere. Ask for a bottle y
and write for a special book for expectant
Address Bradfleld Regulator
mothers.
Co., 407 Lamar IMS--. Atlanta, Ca,

tt

,he founj another application for
policy for the woman, dated the very
day he had visited Pittsburgh. This
brought the case into the hands of
the state insurance department, which
investigated and caused the arrests.
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Half off on Millinery.
Half off on Children's Hats.
off on Dress Skirts.

lytWllkWv!

Slate of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Ui ::.ii.L
.,:-- .
Frank J. Cheney makes ath that
(
ho is senior partner of the firm of F OVER 40 WILL ATTEND
off on Petticoats.
',!',!!..'.! u!
J. Cheney and Co., dolus- business In
Big reductions on Women's Suits.
(he City of Toledo, county and state
Dresses.
THANKSGIVING "FEED"
Big reductions on Women's
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
DOLthe sum of ONE HUNDRED
LARS for each and every case of ca RESERVATIONS ARE COMING
IN
use
FAST FOR "AWAY FROM
campaign, which began here yester tarrh that cannot be cured by the
HOME" DINNER
day, is sweeping the city in an effort Of HALL'3 CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
by society women to interest every
The finishing touches ae being put
person in the city, in the welfare of Sworn to before me and subscribed
Deon preparations for the turkey dinner
working girls. Under the auspices of in my presence, this 6th day of
BY
the Women's. Welfare league the cam cember, A. D. 1886.
at the Y. M. C A. on Thanksgiving
GLEASON.
W.
A.
to
are
(Seal)
every
person
asking
paigners
evening. Men away from home are
Notary Public.
contribute a dollar and become a
assured that the dinner will suit their
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter- finest tastes, and that the toasts and
member th league, which Is unrestric
ted.
nally and acts directly upon the blood speeches will be right np to the min
dollar
and
raised,
judging and mucous surfaces of the system. ute. Already about 30 men have re
Every
from the first day's results the Send for testimonials; free.
served plates and the association be
IOLATORS OF THE OPEN MUF- amount will be
F. J. CHENEY and Co., Toledo, O. lieves that them will be about 40
large, will go to help
FLER ORDINANCE ARE
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
maintain the vacation camp for girls
present.
GIVEN FINES
and women which has been such a Take Hall's Family Pills for
The Y. ML C. A. will not be able to
Adv.
make reservations after Wednesday
signal success during the past two
If the city council passes that pro- summers. The money will also aid in
noon, bo if you have not spoken for
j
jsed ordinance prohibiting the use supporting a convalescent home for
FOUR HARVARD MEN IN WAR
your
plate It would be well to do. so
I ' muffler cutouts on automobiles it
in
from
and
once.- Toaetmaster. Batfihelpr baa
illness,
at
girls recovering
Co.mibi-id8rMaun., -- Nov,- 21. Four
ill be setting In line with the Die the successful work of the" big sisters
a
of
lot
good jokes up his sieeve, and
and
of
Harvard
the
members
faculty
1
id progressive cities of the country. who are working with the juvenile
five graduates of Harvard are seeing responses will be made by Messrs.
he open) miuffler has been found a court and the Sank Center industrial
and
Hope, Stearns, Sundt, LeNoir
service In the European war.
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ed insurance conspiracy is soon to motives. Men act
operate in suppressing nuisances
differently under
an airing in court, when a re- different circumstances. The queshave
id reducing danger to a minimum.
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"You are the noblest man I ever

pedition sent out by the American
Museum of Natural
History in co
operation with the Belgian govern
ment has completed its four years'
work, in the jungle, according to ad
vices received here. Over $50,000 was
The col
expended by the museum.
lection gathered consists of 5,000 specl- inverte!mens, exclusive of 15,000
brates and more than 1,500 pages of
Herbert
data and many photos.
Lang, who had charge of the expedition, will remain in Africa for the
present.

to $7.00.
to $7.50.
Children's at $1.25 to $3.50.
Others at

one letter. It was to hie friend Amory
telling him that he counted on a better

By ALVAH JORDAN GARTH.
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sent them into eternity. "You white
people fret too much about trifles,
and that makes you frightened of
death," Subu would say. "We take it
just as it cornea, and consider that
Allah has chosen the ..best moment to
end our lives. Many such murderers
have I sent to their peace,-- ' he often
said to me. "I am an old man now,
but I hope Allah in his mercy will
permit me to kris ten more before he
gathers me Into Paradise. Just ten
more, Hajah Ranee, and then I shall
consider my work Is done." Poor old
Subu!
In spite of his bloodthirsty
words, he possessed a tender heart.
He was gentle and kind to children
and animals indeed, to all who were
desolate and oppressed.

South SidoPkj

If your watch needs repairing you do
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knew!"
Her fair soul in her eyes, Evelyn
Snow' stood before the man who at the
risk of his life had saved her brother
from a terrible death In a runaway.
She was trembling all over. In her
eyes was the warm ardor of more than
gratitude, and Bertram Morse read
what It was and his heart seemed
bursting.
Evelyn ewayed toward him. Closer
came the cherry Hps, bent on bestow
ing upon him the kiss of utter thankfulness, the reward for his courage
and manliness.
"No!" he said, and his voice was
hoarse and restrained and he held her
at arm's length. She deemed that his
expression conveyed a charge of unwomanliness. She tried to break from
him and hide her face for shame, but
he held those struggling hands impris
oned. "Wait!" he said, sharp pain in
every accent of his voice, but tender
ness and decision, too. "You and I
need not misunderstand. Your troth
is plighted to Amory Kendall. He Is
my best friend. I dare not be treach
erous to him. You must not. My
love!" and his great frame was
shaken "oh, my love! This shall be
the supreme moment of my life until
I claim the kiss I only defer."
"What do you mean?" she fluttered,
and longingly.
"That I am going away, that I hope
you will be happy with the man whose
glory is in claiming you as his wife.
But through all the lonely future I
wish to feel that you owe me that kiss.
It may be years, but some time, some
place I ehall ask what honor bids me
now postpone. When I ask, will I
have that kiss?"
"Yes, yes oh, you are breaking my
heart!" and Evelyn ran from the room
in sobbing distraction.
Bertram Morse hurried from the
house and its vicinity. He thought only
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"You Will Not Send Me Away, Will
You?"

ARRIVE
THE TEAM
WILL
LOOK FINE
WHEN IT FACES THE ELKS
DAY
THANKSGIVING

Director Dowden at the Y. M. C, A.
has received the new Jerseys and
stockings which were ordered for the
Y. football team last week in order
to have the aggregation appear at its
best on the field Thanksgiving day.
Fourteen men will be. equipped with
the new outfits and the team will put
up a fine appearance when they line
up against the Elks on turkey day for
the closing game of the season.
The new outfits are In the coIots
royal blue and white and are the best
The jerseys
that money can buy.
are with solid blue oody with the Y.
,M. C. A. monogram in white on the
chest, and alternate stripes of bme
and white on the arms. The stock.
ings are bioie with a four inch woite
band around the caif.
The Y. team will hold two more
practices before Thursday's contest
with the EIUb.
This evening the
squad will work out in Xhe gymnasium
and Wednesday afternoon an outdoor
practice will be held on the vacant
lots adjoining the building. This will
complete the preparation for the Elks
game.

murmured Bertram unsteadily.
to give the Y. bunch a run for
"And now I am here," continued going
With the exception of
the
money.
Evelyn, "you will not send me away,
some of the line men and subs, the
will you?"
full squad reported for practice last
"But your husband, Amory?"
"Did you not hear? He died a year night at the Y. ML- C. A. gymnasium,
ago," explained Evelyn in a subdued and the team ran tnrougn formations
tone. "Bertram, I was his true wife, for the better part of an hour. The
and I told him all. He died blessing fact that several of tne Normal team
me as his faithful, devoted companion who are in the
EJk lineup are away
and you as the truest friend heaven on the
club
and oratorical trip
glee
ever gave to man."
One hand rested caressingly across to Albuquerque, did not interfere with
the fevered brow. The other held his the practice as these men are playing-thline positions and already are fahand and the contact thrilled him.
"Father is dead," she said mourn- miliar with signals. The Elks are
fully. "There were no children. Often practising tonight in the armory and
I have wondered " her voice died
Wednesday evening will work out
down and her head sank low.
at the Y. M. C. A.
again
"Wondered what?" he asked softly.
"If you would ever come back if

(CopyrlKht.
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of reaching the outskirts of the town,
of being alone in some secluded wood- Cowardice and Treason Never Conland spot where he could think out and
doned by Women Feeling That
wear out the great grief that was conIs Deeply Rooted.
suming him. He tried to slip down a
side lane as he saw coming toward him
Woman will forgive almost anything
But the latter had in man except cowardice or treason.
Amory Kendall.
espied him. He ran up to Bertram, There she draws the line. Not only
affectionately entwining the arm of the Is the feeling instinctive, but it comes
loyal friend he loved next best to to her through long years of human
Evelyn.
evolution.
In the earliest ages her
"You big, brave fellow!" cried Ken- faith, as well as her safety, was in
dall, "I've heard all about it. The the man who stood face to face .with
whole town is talking of the fearful the enemy and fought for her. It is
risk you took, and well they may. Oh, not a difference in heroism that makes
You men soldiers. Nature has arranged
how grateful Evelyn will be!
must come at once and see her."
that very nicely and women know and
"I have just left her," said Bertram understand. They know, too, that the
as steadily as he could. Amory, she same nature imposes upon them perils
is a rare jewel. Cherish her as the and burdens that exceed those of the
apple of your eye!"
battlefield, and good men understand
"Why, how grave and strange you that the best they can show in peract!" commented Amory.
sonal courage and fortitude is only a
"I feel so," responded Bertram poor, second to the fearlessness of
womanhood.
gravely.
"Sort of shaken up after your lucky
Thus patriotism blossoms and
d
blooms In woman's soul as naturally
escape I see," remarked the
Amory, and let his friend pass as the old fashioned rose grows in
on, little dreaming of the wild turmoil the old family garden. Its roots are
down deep; its vitality is ever equal
going on within that loyal heart.
Till the dews of evening covered and its fragrance is the sweetest thing
him, till the distant bells chimed out in life. With full hearts but tranquil
the solemn midnight hour, till the souls women can send forth their
first twittering birds began the greet- sons, their husbands, their sweeting chorus to dawn, his face buried In hearts, their protectors to danger or
the grass, Bertram Morse fought out to death to anything save halting or
his great battle.
dishonor. A great American admiral
He loved Evelyn he was even sure put it neatly when he said victory was
that she loved him. He was unfortu- won by the woman behind the man
nate in not coming on the scene until behind the gun Editorial in Woman's
Amory had proposed to her. Good old World.
Amory! They had been like brothers.
He was not strong and muscular like
Beginning of Antwerp.
Bertram, and that had made Amory
Antwerp it is said, takes its name
always lean toward him protectingly. from a castle which in Frankish times
Then, too, he needed a woman's tender marked the site of the city. This cascare, for there v'ere times when his tle was built to protect the entrance
frail frame could not withstand a of the Scheldt, and to prevent foreign
chronic illnese he had inherited.
traders introducing goods into the
So, with the early dawn Bertram country without paying toll to the
Morse quietly, sadly turned his back sovereign lord. The penalty for theft
on the world that had been, and the and smuggling was in those
days the
ones he cherished.
And all through cutting off of a hand, and, as in this
the searing ordeal he whispered to case, the severed members were
himself:
thrown into the Scheldt, the castle
"When she is old and I am old, and came to be known as Andhunerbo (or,
Amory will not care, I shall claim in Flemish. Ant women), "the Dlace
that kiss."
of handthrowing."
The castle and
Bertram visited a widowed sister in two severed hands appear on the city
a town at a distance. He wrote only arms to thit day.
light-hearte-

NEW JERSEYS
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claim that dear kiss?"- he
supplemented.
"Yes" her voice was the merest
whisper now.
"Its memory has made my life sweet
and beautiful," he said thrilllngly.
"Dear Amory! we both loved him, we
both were true to him. Yes," added
Bertram clearly, "you can stay, you
must stay, for I cannot live without
you."
"And the kiss?" her shy face was
half averted, but every pulse was fluttering.
"I wish It now," he said.

!
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Manager Blood and Captain Tamm
of the Elks report that last night's
lonely illnesB?"
practice was the most satisfactory up
"This moment compensates for all," to the present time and that they are

.
If"
"I would

,

--

working chance out West, and had
started on his journey thus abruptly
to spare the pain of parting with his
good, kind friends,
Then for three years those friends
heard nothing of Bertram nor he oi
them. He went away from civilization. With a body of sturdy prospec
tors he braved the hardships of two
trying Alaska winters. One day Bertram turned up at the home of his
man, bronzed, roughsister, a tired-ou- t
ened, but breaking down with a fever.
There were weeks of lonely illness,
"
He
then a protracted convalescence.
was seated in his invalid chair one
sunny afternoon when he called his
sister to his side.
"I am getting nearly well enough to
move on again, Bertha," he said. "I
want you to call In the lawyer tomor
row. I did quite wen out west ana
brought a tidy little fortune home with
me. I want to settle it on you, for I
may not return again."
That was his determination. The
old tugging had come at his heart
when he realized that he was comparatively near to Evelyn. When desperately ill he had thought of sending
for her, but had procrastinated the ordeal. Now, however, he said:
"And mail this letter, Bertha," and it
was directed to Evelyn.
He had asked her to come and see
him and bring her husband with her.
"I am going away never to return," he
wrote. "I want to make Amory a little
present out of the fortune I have made
and don't know what to do with. And
I want your parting benison" the
kiss!
The lights were low at eventide two
days later when the invalid heard a
rustle at the front doorway and a voice
that thrilled him in converse with his
sister. It was Evelyn.
"Bertram!" and a welcome form
came into the room. "Oh, why did you
not send for me before during all your
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MECHANICS
POPULAR
DEVOTES
SPACE TO DESCRIBING
TRAIL MARKERS
- A recent
edition of Popular Mechanics contains an interesting article
descriptive of the marking of the National Old Trails road from New York
to Los Angeles by the Automobile
Club of Southern California, an organization located at San Diego. It.
is this club whose representatives-noare engaged in placing the signs-ithe country south of Albuquerque
and who will be here soon.
The county commissioners of San
Miguel county voted last spring
in the expense of marking the
trail in this county. The article in:
the magazine is accompanied by ai
picture of one of the signs, which
bears the Insignia of the highway and
the name of the auto club. By chantse
the illustration displays one of the
markers that will be used in this.
neighborhood, bearing the words:
"Las Vegas, 43 miles; Rowe, 3 miles?
Santa Fe, 38 miles; Glorieta, 9 miles."
The magazine article is as follows:
"In order to mark the trail front
Kansas City west to the Pacific coast
for the benefit of motorists from tha
east who'wil drive overland to the
expositions at San Diego and San
Francisco in 1915, more than 3,000
signs are being erected along a route
covering 2,218 miles. The signs are
enameled and supported on Iron pipes.
The trail will lead through the Grand
Canyon, desert and mountainous country, Indian settlements and other in
teresting and picturesque places. It
is estimated that it will require four
months to complete the work of plac-

ing

the slim"
Despondency

Due to Indigestion

It is not at all surprising that per
sons w o have 'indigestion become
Here
discouraged and despondent.
are a few words of hope and cheer
for them by Mrs. Blanche Bowers, In- diana, Pa. "For years my digestion
was so poor that I could not eat the
I tried everything
lightest foods.
that I heard of to get relief, but not
until about a year ago when I saw
Chamberlain's Tablets advertised and
got a bottle of them, did I find the
right treatment. I soon began to improve, and since taking a few bottles
of them my digestion is fine." B'or
sale by ail dealers. Adv.
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MEN WHO TAKE INITIATIVE LOOK
FOR BETTER BUSINESS
CONDITIONS

ton pool will he less and less urgent
The less artificial regulation there is
the better. Demand and supply are
the best regulators. The blow "to the
south is only temporary, the resour
ces of that section being in no sense
crippled, and before long arrange
ments will undoubtedly be effected to
carry the surplus over till next year
Meanwhiler the south will be stimulat
ed into a still further diversification
of its crops whenever feasible. Cur
rent railroad returns are anything but
satisfactory, although by severe econ
omies the roads are able to a consid
erable extent to offset the shrinkage
in revenue.
Later on the results,
gross and net,1 should prove more sat
isfactory. Celaring house returns are
tehowlng smaller decreases than ,'in
previous weeks. With the resumption
of various exchanges the comparisons
are bound to be more favorable as
time progresses. Our monetary situa
tion is decidedly better. The new re
serve bank was launched without any
difficulty, and a sense of relief already
exists owing to the increased credit
facilities which will result under the
new system. The surplus leserve un
der the new system will probably
touch $100,000,000 this week. Both
clearing house certificates and emer
gency currency are being rapidy re
tired. Commercial paper ie in good
request, but the demand is not large
owing to the general slackness of

Evidences of
progress are multiplying daily. The
federal bank has made a good start;
the New York Stock Exchange will
soon open for bond dealings; the cotton exchange has already reopened
successfully; exchanges in various
parts of the country are also resuming; our foreign trade shows remarkable recuperation; sterling exchange
is almost back to normal; the gold
pool is being closed out; 1he cotton
pool is now hardly necessary; money
Is fairly abundant and easy, and commercial paper is In decidedly better
demand. Evidently the credit and financial machinery of the United States,
which was so thoroughly dislocated by
the war, is rapidly and surely returning to normal conditions. Our banks
and backers have at least put into
practice the theories which they pr- trade.ofessedthat the way to resume is to
Our foreign trade returns for Octo
resume.
In nearly all quarters where initia- ber were remarkably encouraging,
tive must ibegin, there is a distinctly The total exports for the month were
more hopeful spirit. This has been $195,000,000, or $39,000,000 in excess
of September; but $76,000,000 less than
encouraged, not only by the developyear ago. Our imports for the
also
but
ments referred to above,
by
the repeated declaration of President month were $138,000,000, or $2,000,000
Wilson that business needs a rest less than in September, but $5,000,000
from disturbing legislation. From the in excess of a year ago. Hence the
excess of exports over imports in Oc
president's recent utterances it is safe
was $57,000,000, compared with
tober
cessation
will
a
be
to hope that there
in September; but in 1913
$16,000,000
of legislative attacks upon business.
was nearly .$139,000,000.
excess
the
There is also one other respect in
which Mr. Wilson's recent remarks Considering the shock of war and the
Aus- are significant, and that is his in- - suspension of trade with Germany,
demoralized
which
and
tria
Kussia,
railto
the
sistence upon fair play
reroads. The president "evidently real- foreign commerce In August, this"
enIs
and
significant
covery
highly
izes the very critical position of the
railroads arising from unavoidable in- couraging.
and the
The outlook for
creases in expenditures, decreases in
securities
favor
is
better
very
grade
revenues, plus persistent repressive
deand prejudlcided regulation. Thus able. There Is sure to be a large
of investments,
this
class
mand
for
as
far government regulation
practiced by the present interstate commerce especially bonds, short terra notes,
commission has proved (o say the guaranteed stocks, etc. Investors will
least disappointing. It is grievously be obliged to discriminate owing to
uncertain conditions, and
the
cfijpling the railroads and conse- will many
take the best, especially
naturally
of
faciquently depriving the public
lities which they sorely heed. Under when these are offered at attractive
For months to come there
private management there was no rrices.be
huge flotations of government
lack of facilities. In fact they were will
securities abroad which will absorb
usually offered In advance in order to
funds. At home new Issues
foreign
now
That
traffic.
imposis
develop
been
have
comparatively light for sevstarvation
sible under the present
months
eral
past. There are no safer
commerce
policy of the interstate
investments
today than Americans,
commission, which is anything but a
must be made
while
and
purchases
disjudicial body and sfeems bent on
with careful Judgment, there are many
in
the
couraging private enterprise
railroad world. At least that is the issues available at prices which will
effect of its present attitude, and there return good interest at once and good
later.
js no wonder that the cry is Deing profits
As
the war, that seems destinfor
raised for its abolishment. Someone
has said that we are burning the rail- ed to continue its appalling sweep for
road candle at both ends.. It might be months to come. No signs of exhausadded that we are burning it in the tion are yet visible on either side.
Misery and suffering are sure to Inmiddle also.
crease with the progress of winter,
of
In other directions the symptoms
so far there seems to be no force
and
fortunare
confidence
also
reviving
in
sight able to cope with the mad
ately multiplying. The great steel
of blood which is now drenchcarnival
runis
still
dull,
exceedingly
industry
Amerning considerably less than 50 per ing the battlefields of Europe.
the
out
to
ican
betfreely
goes
a
is
sympathy
cent of capacity, but there
ter inquiry for pig iron and indica- suffering in the form of practical aid,
tions of a renewed Interest among which must be continued with patient
fcuyers owing to further cuts in prices. and Increasing generosity. American
Our great textile trades are in better optimism is desirable, even necessary
but it must bo
condition than a month ago, the cot- and
ton industry benefiting from improv- strictly on guard. It Is our good fored financial condiions and the gradual tune to be free of entangling alliances.
clearing of the cotton situation. In Yet the unparalleled destruction of
the woolen industry there Is consider- life, property and capital which is now
able activity in certain directions ow- going on cannot he of permanent vaing to the placing of large orders for lue to any nation, and the
cloth and underwear for foreign ar- of this colossal cataclysm will be felt
mies. At the west business is in fair for generations to come.
HENRY CLEWS.
condition in spite of recent setbacks,
and this is particularly true !n the
grain belt where big crops and good
prices are exerting their full stimulus. JAPAN IS
The south la naturally much depressed
by cheap cotton, but as the financing
of the large surplus crop becomes less
FUR CIVILIZATION
difficult and demand improves, depression will become less acute and
the necessity for creating a big cot-- THAT IS THE WAY IT EXPLAINS
ITS ENTRANCE INTO THE
New York, Nov. 21.
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IRKING

GREAT

ra an article entitled "Japan and the European Armageddon," Count Shigenobu Okuma, the
prime minister, writing in the Japan
Magazine, about the war says some
forceful things about Japan's relation
to the west.
"It will be our one ambition at this
time," he writes, "to show the west
what it Is slow to helieve, that we enn
work harmoniously with great Occidental powers to support and protect
the highest Ideals of civilisation, even
to the extent of dying for them. Not
only in the Far East but anywhere
else that may he- necessary, Japan is
ready to lay down her life for the
principles that the foremost nations
will die for. Jt is to bo In line with
Tokio,
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EXPECTED LUCK TO CONTINUE

THOUGHT

C0ULDJ10T LIVE
Restored to Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

"I

suffered from a
Unionville, Mo.
female trouble and I got so weak that I
could hardly walk
across the floor withv
,
out holding on to
something. I had
nervous spells and
my fingers would
cramp and my face
would draw, and I
could not speak, nor
sleep to do any good,
had no appetite, and

everyone thought

I

would not live.

Some one advised me to take Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I had
taken so much medicine and my doctor
said he could do me no good so I told my
husband he might get me a bottle and I
would try it By the time I had taken
it I felt better. I continued its use, and
now I am well and strong.
"I have always recommended your
medicine ever since I was so wonderfully benefitted by it and I hope this
letter will be the means of saving some
other poor woman from suffering."
Mrs. Martha Seavey, Box 1144,

Unionville, Missouri.
The makers of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound have thousands of
such letters as that above
they tell
the truth, else they could not have been
obtained for love or money. This medicine is no stranger
it has stood the

test for years.
If there are ant complications you
do not understand write to JiTdia E.

Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential)
Lynii,Ma$s. Yonr letter will bopened,
read and answered by a' woman and
held in strict confidence.

these nations that she is at this time
opposing and fighting what she be
lieves to be opposed to these princi
ples. "She entered the &tliunce with Great
Britain to stand for anjd die for what
s
are everywhere ready
to defend even unto death. It is Ja
pan's aim and ambition to participate
In all world movements toward noble
diplomacy, international relations and
the principles of equal opportunity and
peace, and to prevent by one proper
means the outbreak or continuance of
bloodshed between nations. Japan's
relation to. the present conflict is as
a defender of the things that make
for higher civilization
d a more
permanent peace."
Count Okuma devotes a consider
able space to an historical resume of
the causes of the present international.
war. Speaking generally, he thinks
that war is always due to an un- eveness of advancement in the progress of civilization, which like water
must find its level. When its force
s obstructed there will be violence
and bloodshed. War also Is a result
of the pressure offered in resistance
to the growth of civilization.
Speaking in particular, the premier
Is Inclined to find the root of the
present war in the weakness of the
Balkan peninsula. "Like China," he
affirms, "it is a seething crater in
From condithe world's diplomacy.
tions apparently insignificant in them
selves, half the world can be set on
fire and plunged into distress and
Anglo-Saxon-

Poker Player Evidently Had Lost All
Confidence In His Standing With
Fickle Goddess.

Adrict of Mother no Doult Pre

"Private John" Allen was eurround- ed by a group of appreciative listen
ers in the Willardand the conversa
tion drifted to poker playing, says the
Washington Post. Everybody had a
story, in which, of course, the
element of luck figured.
"That reminds me of a fellow down
in Tupelo," began "Private John." "He
had come into town and his excuse for
hunting a little game was that he had
lost a mule on his farm and he want
ed to win enough money to replace
the animal. He bought ten dollars
worth of chips and lost 'em. Another
ten dollars worth he puchaeed, and
again he lost. By that time he began
to mutter things about his luck
"'First thing I know I'll lose an
other mule,' he grumbled. But he
passed over another ten dollars and
took some more chips, which he
promptly lost. He was In the midst
of parting with the fourth ten dollars
when a colored servitor entered the
room and handed him a telegram. He
glanced at it, looked serious for a
moment, and resumed playing.
" 'Hope it isn't any bad news,' sug
gested one of the players.
"Well, you can't call It bad news,
was the reply. 'An aged aunt of mine
In Texas has just died.
There's a
ittle property, I believe, and it's your
inte, I believe.' Of cotfrse he lost.
"He bought still another $10 worth,
with the remark that he guessed he
'ind better let the old mule go without
trying to get another, and gave vent
to something about the 'derndest luck'
he ever had. One more $10 went the
wrong way, and then In a sudden
buret burst of anger he threw down
his cards and exclaimed:
" 'Denied if this ain't the worst luck
I ever played in. I'll just bet that in
the morning I'll get word thnt my
aunt ain't dead after all, but fell in
a fit.' "
.

NATIONAL

BANK

FOR

CUBA

Project Has Been Evolved and In
Probability Will Be Put Into

All

Execution.

A project of law has been presented
to the congress of Cuba for the creation of a national bank for the emission and coinage of Cuban money In
gold, silver and copper. This money
will have the same value as American
money. This project of law establishes guaranties for the emission of
bank notes. These measures are
caused by the scarcity of - money,
which ia felt in the Cuban market.
The creation of a currency bank,
with the privileges enjoyed by the
Spanish Bank of the Island of Cuba up
to the close of the colonial regime,
was urged by President Menocal in
hlo tneaoB," Consular and Trade Re
ports states.
The president urged that the bank
should enjoy an exclusive concession
for 50 years, with a capital of $20,000,000 and power to issue double the
amount of its- gold and sliver of the
same fineness and weight as that of
the United States, Cuban capital to be
given preference to subscribe the
stock. The coinage of fractional currency was also recommended. The
money now In use officially on the
Islands Is American, although business
Is transacted also with Spanish and
French gold coin and Spanish silver
money.
Llttl.9

Play With Names.
Law Notes says that if there is anything in a name It must be difficult to
get a new trial before Judge Alfred
Budge of the Fifth district court of
Idaho. Similarly lawyers can try their
cases with perfect confidence before
Judge M. H. Justice of the superior
FARMERS OWN RAILWAY.
court of North Carolina. By the same
24.
Nov.
Already token the outcome of litigation must
Muskegon, Mich.,
be exceedingly doubtful when Judge
backed by several thousand farmers
A. B. Gamble of the Second circuit of
of
of
them
and business men, many
Alabama is on the bench. Dilatory moconsiderable fortunes, with the com tions probably find little favor with
."

pany incorporated at $1,000,000 and
the right of way practically secured
and franchises voted, the
railway, from Muskegon to Sagi
It
naw, seems an assiured success.
will be America's first real
railroad Unlike other roads that
littered this part of tne state during
recent years, the new company Is
asking no bonus. Mile after mile of
right of way has been donated. Options have been secirred for terminal
properties. Man of the farmers have
pledged their outfits of horses and
hired men to. aid in the grading. No
particular Individual Is to profit from
the building of thia road. No set of
persons will be given stock, and frenzied finance will be entirely tabooed.
The directors believe that an honestly
apitalized road1 proposition Is as good
as any other money making project
and they are willing to invest their
money In 10.
Trans-Michiga-

o
'

for IS years

Tlw Standard S.'dn Remedy

UiAJUU aalPUHieBThs Guaranteed Rgmeuy

All

K. D. GOODALL.

SAVES DAUGHTER

vents Daughter' Untimely EaL
Ready, Ky. " I was not able to do
anytning lor nearly six months," writes
Mrs. Laura Bratcher, of this place, "and
was down in bed for three months.
1 cannot tell
you how I suffered with
my head, and with nervousness and
womanly troubles.
Our family doctor told my husband he
could not do me any good, and he had
to give it up. We tried another doctor,
but he did not help me.
At last, my mother advised me to tako
Cardui, the woman's tonic. I thought
it was no use for 1 was nearly dead and
nothing seemed to do me any good. But
1 took eleven
bottles, and now 1 am able
to do ali of my work and my own
washing.
1 think Cardu! Is the best medicine In
the world. My weight has increased,
and I look the picture of health. "
If you suffer from any of the ailments
peculiar to women, get a bottle of Cardui
today. Delay is dangerous. We
ow
it will help you, for it has helped so
many thousands of other weak women
in the past 50 years.
At all druggists.
WriUU: Chattmooj Medlclna Co.. L(W
advisor; Dent., Chattanobfa, Term., (or Sitcml
Initrmctimi on your eu snd f
book, Horn
Treatment for WaBMO." in plus wimppu. N.C 1 SI

"TILL LOVE ENDS" IS
NEW MARRIAGE PLEDGE
THIS SUPPLANTS THE TIME HON
ORED "TILL DEATH DO

scared others that she prevented the
casting of at least 17 other illegal
votes, she claims.
Mrs, Lane set about the Job method
ically. On a pretext she went to a
rooming house on the North Bide, from
which house 27 names were register
ed on the voting list. She found that
only ten of the 27 actually lived there,
and that some of the men registered
had not lived there for five years.
She was on hand when the polls
opened on November 3. A big, rough,
unshaven man was asked .by Mrs. Lane
to sign an affidavit, which he did with
a flourish, but on comparing it with
the signature in the poll book, she
found the two differed. Ha gave the
name of E. J. Turner. Then Mrs.
Lane called a policeman and Turner
was arrested. Mrs. Lane's next capture was B. P. Forisny, by the same
means. But there wag no policeman
at hand, so she grabbed the man and
held hlin, while he struggled trying to
break away. Finally a policeman hove
in sight, just as the unequal struggle
was beginning to tell on the plucky

clears away the phlegm. Open '
the air passages and stops the ho
cough. The gasping, strangling 1
for breath gives way to quiet bre,
ing and peaceful sleep. Harold i:
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Fol
Honey and Tar to our children
Adv.

The rivers and harbors approt
tion bill will be lean picking when i;
Pork ban-elfinally drafted.
j
j
growing unpopular.
s

W.

T- -

Huchens, Nicholson, Ga.,

a severe attack of rheumatism.

New York, Nov. 24 A new idea in
marriage ceremonies an idea which
will not only make weddings more
popular but will boom business in the
divorce courts has teen incorporated
into the rites of the Church of the
Social Revolution by Bouck White, its
founder and leader.
The next pair to be married in the
Church of the Social Revolution will
be united not "while life shall last,"
but "while love shall last."
When love ceases, according to Ir.
White today, marriage not only ceases
to be desirable but becomes unholy
and degrading.
"Therefore," declared Mr. White,
to put the matter plainly, the next
persons we marry will enter the bonds
like a man going to prison but being
given the' key. When the man Is
given his key his cell is no longer
considered by him to be a prison, because he can get out whenever he
desires. " Thai is the nasic idea' ot our
new marriage ceremony."

in damp, chilly weather there is al
ways a large demand for BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT because many
people who know by experience its
great relieving power In rheumatic
aches and pains, prepare to apply it
it at the first twinge. Price 255c, B0
aud $1.00 per bottle. Sold by' Cen
tal Drug Co. Adv.
MRS VANDERBILT PATRONESS
New York, Nov. 21 For the bene

fit of the Big Sisters, a philanthropic
organization of which Mrs. William
K. Vanderbilt is president, there will
be a dance tonight at the
Mrs. Vanderbilt is one of the patron
esses.

Presidential timber talk is heard;
all republican camps. Ohio of A
woman.
Burton, Willis, Harding or Herri,
New York points to Root, Whlti)'
When your food does not digest and Wadsworth; Pennsylvania bos;;
well and you feel "blue," tired and of her Brumbaugh as a vote
discouraged, you should ubs a little
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
Rub a sore throat with BALLARs
bowels, purifies the system and re- SNOW LINIMENT.
One or two
stores a fine feeling of health and en- plications will cure It complete,
f
ergy. Price 50e. Sold by Central Pnce 25c, 50c and $1 per bottle.
I
!
Drug Co. Adv.
Central Drug Co. Adv.
.
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FRESH FROM THE SUN KISSED

'VALLEY OF THE MOON'1
ORCHARD

Cluster

CURED

seisins

IR

AT PRODUCERS PRICES

Glean

Sweet

Healthful

Lusciou

Poird Bo,

Five

Delivered to your tome, all charges
PREPAID

tie Dollao

Cut the high cost or living. Money cheerfully refunded If not tie mos
delicious raisins you ever tasted. Packed in special air tight receptacle
Guaranteed to retain their natural flavor and original freshness.
A book of receipts, entitled "DAINTY RAISIN DISHES,"
will be sent free of charge with every order. Slip a dol-

FREE

lar bill and send it on today.

We take the chance.
Stamps accepted. Catalogue of prices on other dried
fruits sent on request

DO IT NOW

Ritz-Carlto-

Remarkable Cure of Croup
"Last winter when my little boy had
croup I got him a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. I honestly believe it saved his life," writes Mrs
J. B. Cook, Indiana, Pa. "It C"t the
phlegm and relieved his couching
spells. I am most grai'.ful for what
this remedy has done for him." For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

I

feet, ankles and Joints were wo'4
and moving about was very pais
He was certainly in a bad way w'..
he started to take Foley Kidney Pi'
He gays, "Just a few doses made
feel better, and now my pains t.
rheumatism are all gone and I slj
all night long." O. 6. Schaefer if
J
Re? Cross Drug Store. Adv.

YOU PART"

Judge James C. Work of the orphans'
court of Fayette county, Pennsylvania.
One of the best equipped men on the
bench is Judge Ben B. Law of the
Ninth judicial district of Montana.
And finally, not to prolong the list unCONGRESSMAN WEDS
duly we advise attorneys to keep quiet
Washington, Nov. 24. Congressman
before Judge Orlen S. Cross of the
Martin A. Morrison, of the Ninth In
Michigan circuit court.
diana; district, took as his bride here
New Outfit for Hikers.
today Miss Katherine McReynolds of
How would you like a ready-madWashington. It was the second mar
camping outfit that weighs just seven
of the congressman. In 188S he
riage
pounds? Tent, Jointed poles, pegs, wedded Miss Lillian L. Thompson of
ground sheet, sleeping bag, air pillow,
toilet articles, canvas bucket and wash Franklin Ind., who died seven years
ago.
basin, spirit stove, cooking utensils
seven pounds to the very ounce, and
the whole kit is so compact that It
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
stows In a light rucksacke, or a cycle
There la such ready action In Foley
pannier, with room left for spare cloth- Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
ing and such rations as are not from the very first dose. Backache
bought along the route of travel, acsore kidneys, painful bladder
cording to Horace Kephart In Outing. weak,
Total burden about ten pounds, with and irregular action disappear with
which the lone pedestrian or cycle their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay
tourist is independent of hotel and Wis., says :"My wife Is rapidly re
boarding houses.
covering her health and strength, due
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G
A Record Marriage.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
I thought I had discovered the recAdv.
ord marriage. A correspondent corrects me. Last week a squadron of
the torpedo flotilla put in to fill up WOMAN'S PLUCK EXPOSES FRAUD
with oil. Two officers got leave to
Kansas City, Nov. 24. Through
come ashore for two hours when their the pluck and hard work of a Kansas
work was done and all ready for sea,
City woman, two men will tomorrow
the commander and a lieutenant in face trial on the
charge of attempted
command of a unit The commander
was married, the lieutenant was his fraudulent voting. With a woman's
best man, and both were back on their wit and persistence, Mrs. W. S. Lane,
bridges and eft to sea before the two a prominent clubwomen cf Highland
avenue, detected the allegoj fraud all
.

by her own efforts and brought the
POSITIVELY MASTERS CRC
men into the arms of the police.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compf
Not only did she cause the arrest croup and It always acts
quickly."!
of two men who were about to vote G. Schaeferand Red Cross Drug S:
illegally, but her act so completely cuts the thick choking mucus.
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From Stove to
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- Fired a nw

Figureout how. many
steps mother takes.

mar'' ii tr

Make your Cliristmas gift to
her last throughout the year by
saving her all these weary steps.
With a G-Toaster mother can
make the toast right at the table
and serve it
hot, crisp and
appetising.
Electric coffee, too, the best there is,
bubbles from the electric ooffee pot at
her elbow.
An electric flattron will save many
steps from stove to ironing board.
E
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

far astray as tlie educators ot the
could possibly go.
state
IE DAILY
But why should it bo necessary to
slight the English language In order
ESTABLISHED 1879
to teach Spanish intelligently and
effectively? The population of New
almost equally
Mexico 3a divided
Published by
between, those who speak Spanish
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
and those who speak English. Why
(Incorporated)
ij it not possible and highly desirable
that the children of these people
Editor
M. M, PADGETT
should be taught lo speak both lanwith equal fluency? Why
guages
should we not be a bilingual people?
parThe child of Spanish-speakinents, who from his birth has heard
almost nothing but Spanish spoken
Entered, at the postotfice at East unit
there are verv many such in
vorroo won Mnideri for trans- r ..
,
.
.
,
'
..New Mexico-J! u- ..
"6""
is
ai an ouviuuh uib-States
United
the
siission through
.
'
vantage wnen me euon.
all3 as eecond class matte..
n
uku
leacu niui m a, musuusw
he is wholly unfamiliar. That this
TERMS OF 8UBSCRIT10N
child should be taught English and
Dally, by Carrier
tnuslit ft thorouehlv admits of no
,05 discussion.
v. . ..
But isn't it most unfair
rer uup. ...
......
"IS.to
One Week
him that his education should be
65
One Month..,
rammed down his throat In a language
One Year.,..,
7,80ithat he does not understand? ,
1
.
child,
Daily, by Mail
It is the English-speakinOne Year (In advance)...
though, that is the greatest loser by
3,00 the failure to teach Spanish In the
Six Month (in advance).
7.00 schools.
One Year (in arrears)....
He, too, Is placed at a big
3.50
Six Months (in arrears)..
disadvantage. Not only that, he Is being deprived of an opportunity in life
to Which he is justly entitled.
STOCK
AND
WEEKLY OPTIC
Much has been Bald and written
GROWER
2.00
the cultivation of closer rela
about
One Year
the United States and
between
1.00
tions
Months
Six
countries. Only
the
has
any
systematic and
very recently
(Cash In Advance for Mail
effort in this direction
intelligent,
'
Subscriptions.)
!'cer. msdc. Tbo trade cf this coun
.Remit bjr check, craft or money try during the next generation will
cder. If sent otherwise we will not be In a
larger measure than ever be
e responsible' for loss.
fore with countries where Spanish Is
Specimen copies free on application. the, only language spoken.
America may well learn a valuable
DISCONTINUE
AT lesson from the experience of other
AjLL PAPERS
EXPIRATION OF TIME
nations along this line. Germany is
PAID FOR
justly entitled to the distinction of be
ing the greatest trade pioneer of all
the countries of the earth. Until the
Advertisers are guaranteed the beginning of the present worldwide
largest dailv and weekly" circulation war, she was rapidly taking from
of any newspaper in northern New England the supremacy which the lat
Mexico.
ter had lpng enjoyed in international
trade. One of the big factors in the
advance that she has made in this diTELEPHONES
rection has been that she sends out
Main 2
Business Office
into the markets of; 'the world men
Main 9
News Department
who are thoroughly familiar with the
language of the people whose trade
she is after. In the public schools of
1914.
24,
NOVEMBER.
TUESDAY,
Germany special attention is paid to
the study of languages.
Germany's
A USELES$,'EFFOKr
commanding position iu the commcr- world is the answer.
)t is doubtful if the press agencies
the various nations tavoived in the So also with Japan. With the awak
t
war have established in the ening of the educationanoea" rnthe
United States are accomplishing the flowery kingdom there came the prac
purpose for which hey were Intended tical idea that if Japan was to take
if that purpose, be to gain the moral Its place among the nations of the
world she must be able to compete
support of the readers. The
arti- on equal terms with other countries.
and
cles manifestly are unfair to the Ger Stress was laid upon the teaching of
and pro- - languages in the schools, with the re- mans, while the
Aiistrian publications bring many bit - sult that the mikado's countrymen are
ter charges against the allies that forging ahead as a trade nation with
almost incredible rapidity.
sound highly unjust.
The general tone of all of tnese What Germany and Japan have done
publications is biased and bitter, and America can and should do; and we
apparently Its intention is to put the here in New Mexico have a glorious
enemy in a$ bad a light as posstDle opportunity to take the If ad in a
and at the game time extol the fault- - movement that will be of the utmost
less virtues of the countries they rep-- . value to the nation at large in the
velopment of Its commerce.
"We are all right; our enemies arei By all means let Spanish be taught
all wrong" iB the impression one gains in the public schools of New Mexico
not in such a way as to interfere
upon reading one of these publica"
tions.
with the intelligent study of English,
Press matter of this kind is being hut with ft vipw in enuinninz all the
sent by the ton to the newspapers of people of the state with a good work
the United States, but apparently ing knowledge of both languages.
o
without result, for two reasons:
realize
NOTES
The
FOREST
they
First
newspapers
are serving all the people and not Forbach, Germany, is said to have
those of any particular nationality or the most profitable town forest kown;
descent, and are endeavoring to give it yields an annual net gain of $12.14
the public the news in as uncolored a an acre.
form as possibla
The state school of forestry at Bot
Second The newnpapers realize the tineau, North Dakota, announces that
ireat wisdom of strict neutrality upon it will have one million trees for disthe part of the- United States, and are tribution to the citizens of the state
doing all in their power to assist in during 1915.
preserving that neutrality.
Apple wood, used almost exclusiveThe press agent stuff of the bellig- ly for saw handles, also furnishes the
erent nation usually finds its way to material for many
brler- the waste baskets of American news-
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papers with more rapidity than any
of the rest of the great mass of useless mail matter that arrives every
day.

g

u. Conner, pasor of the Unversalist
church in Hamilton. The ceremony is
to take place at the home of the
bride's brother.
The bride was the first woman to
occupy a pulpit in. Kansas City. She
went there in 1902 and held her pastorate until 1909, when she resigned to
continue her studies in settlement
work, she Is a graduate of Buchtel
college at Akron, and specialized in sociology in the University of Chicago.
In 1912 she returned to Kansas City
and took up settlement work, but resigned this spring because 6f::li disagreement with the directors over the
policy of the settement house.
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HALF AND HALF

ONE-STE-

LAME DUCK

MAXIXE

HESITATION

FOX TROT

FOR NOVEMBER
SIX LESSONS

ONLY

$4.00 OR $800 PER COUPLE

ALL THE LATEST

STEPS

F. B. Hal)

MRS. O'BRIEN

MANY COTTON ORDERS
wood pipes and particularly 'for the of bis sou; and does very well in it
Nov. 24. President
Washington,
large wooden type used in printing He gets caught in a school scrape and
Wilson does not consider that enough
'vl.
.i;
j
...C is in, disgrace and has run away from
signs and posters.
out of American
One of the most expensive woods the early to his
the squire. ships have dropped
in
connection
in
with the
registry
used regularly in an, established in- This man has just had a quarrel with
war lo interfere with
the
of
beginning
boxwin
the
and
the United States is
his gardener
lad is left in
dustry
governriimt-ownemerood,-the
favorite material for wood charge while the squire is absent hia plan for a
reports- show that
His
chant
marine.
engraving. It has been-- quoted at four While on guard he catches Sally, the
cotton greatly excents a cubic inch, and, about $1,300 pretty daughter of the parson, steal- foreign orders for
of "ships available
number
the
ceed
J;.
by the 'thousand boarchfeet
ing flowers. She wants them for the
What Is supposed to bei record speed church and thinks that - God made for carrying the cargoes'.
in getting men to a forest fire 1b re- flowers for all and that to take them
CITIZENSHIP SCHOOL
ported from Oregon, where Yori one wasn't stealing them. This girl is
of
Los Angees. Nov.
went
a
she
national
Martin
and
Vivian
of the
ranger
forests,
played by
con
the
with
themselves
familiarizing
to town, hired ten men, and got this makes the .girl very charming indeed.
'
stitution and ' memorizing the names
force to the fire 12 miles away within Sally helps smooth out his qtmrVeir
the' president's cabinet candidates
of
IS minutes after
was notified by
for citizenship In this district heretelephone.
after will go through a regular course
in citizenship at Los Angeles High
school, and certificates issued to them
BE GOOD
ACTS
from that institution will be accepted
in lieu of the usual examination In
GET STAGE
UK
court. Presiding Judge Perry Wood
of the superior court said today the
MISHAPS OF DENVER AUTO PAR- plan had been approved by the gov
THE MUTUAL MANAGEMENT RE
ernment bureau Qf naturalization.
TY NOT DUE TO FOLLOWING
SOLVES NOT TO SE "STUNG"
NEW ROAD r,

d

;

'

all

making

serving 'trays for

the

Holidays. Fine line of moulding
samples to select from.

THE PEOPLES STOHE
New and second hand furniture
bought, sold and repaired.
Opposite the former Cooley
Barn.
PHONE

MAIN

141
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STERLING

THE INCIDENT

te

NOT FAULT OF THE

1ST

rjllO

Mil

IN

HIGHWAY

table silver-

ware stands with
tho best products

of the Middle
Georgian Period.
The designers of
that time were
strongly impressed with pure.
Greek and Roman
forms,;; invariably
avoiding the rococo, the fantastic and the ornute.
This new Gorham

pattern, modeled

upon these standards, attracts by

THE FUTURE

The management of ilie Mutual
theater has agreed with The Optic in
the statements made in Saturday's is- uo concerning the Harry Siebert
The Mutual will
Smith company.
take mighty good care in the future,
that it is not handed a similar lemon.
Regensberg Brothers will witness a
performance of every act before they
sign up' any more performers. They
intend to establish their own board
of censorship on all companies that
wish to appear at their house. The
Mutual has established a reputation
for clean shows. Its name will not
be besmirched by anymore productions such as those last week.
Fisher, the Wizard
Tonight and tomorrow night at the
Mutual Professor D. Fisher, who is
tnc
declared to be a wonaer-wi- m
a
will
perfive
stunts,
sleight
Professor Fisher is an informance.
and his line of
entertainer,
teresting
juggling and mysterious feats is said
Tomorrow night
to be worth while.
he will appear in the great trunk
mystery.
d

THE RAWEIS

COME

The fact., that a Denver automobile
party met with misfortune south of
here, resulting in the death of the
chauffeur at Encino on Saturday afternoon, cannot be ascribed to efforts
to follow the new Las
road by way of Encino and Palma, according to County Road Commissioner Robert J. Taupert. The road commissioner says the fact tht the party
was lost in the Pedernal mountains is
an indication that no effort was made
to follow the Encino road, as these
mountains are located many miles to
He
the west of the thoroughfare.
Encino
the
road,
that
further
says
is marked at very fork and crossing
and it would be impossibe to get off
it. .The party called on Mr. Taupert
when in Las Vegas and received a log
and fall dlrectk.ua. . ..
William'; Whalen, proprietor of the
Las Vegas Garage and Machine shop,
where the party put up while in Las
Vegas, says that when the men left
here they announced that they woud
take the Lamy road. This highway
also is well marked. Mr. Taupert and
Mr. Whalen believe the party attempted to take some short cuts or switch
from one route to the other and got
Vegas-Roswe-

-

lost.

WELL RECOMMENDED
FERGUSSON

c--

!

oniy, and
Btamped
with the
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Which insures
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Hill Uses Searchlights
Ariz., Nov. 24. Governor
Maytorena of Sonora, delivered an
Naco,

MARRETS

attack upon the .Carranza defenses of

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Nov. 24. Diminishing

re-

ports northwest helped today to make
wheat prices harden. f:The opening,
to U to
which ranged from
cent up, was followed by a 3light reaction, but then the market rose higher
than before. The close was weak
V2 to Vz cent under last
night
Merging sales by cash houses tend- -

purity of design.

TAUPERT

JEWELER
Las Vejjas

n.

..,

FOR PEACE IN

quality and

ti

i

r

ed to ease off the corn market. After
lower, prices
opening unchanged to
seeemd inclined to keep within Y cent
of last night's level." The close was
to
net decline.
weak at
Oats were steadied by efforts to
buy in the northwest for shipment to
Canada.
Lower quotations for hogs carried
down provisions. The closing quotations were:
Wheat, Dec. 1.15; May 1.21.

70.
53.

Corn, Dec. 65; May
Oats, Dec.
Hay
Pork, Jan. $18. 57y2; May $18.9.".
Jan. $10.12; May $9.90.
xxRibs, Jan. $9.92; May $10.20.

49;

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK'.
Kansas City, November 21. Hogs,
receipts 27,000. Market strong. Bulk
,$7.407.75; heavy $7.607.G5; pigs

$6.507.
!Cattle, receipts 18,000. Market sle
Prime fed steers $9.7510.85;
western steers $79.50; calves $6
10.50.
Sheep, receipts 8,000. Market steady.
Lambs $7.C08.90; yearlings $G.25

Jdy.

7.60,

WILL BE

STORE OF QUALITY

,

NAIiEDJS

A

JlllGE WILSON

WILSON WILL
PRESIDENT
JOB FOR
OF NEW MEXICO

FIND

Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 24. Unconfirmed rumors here are to the effect
that Harvey B. Fergusson of Albuquerque, defeated democratic candidate for the lower house of the federal legislature at the last election, is
to be appointed federal judge for the
'
district of Hawaii.
DENTISTRY FOR CHILDREN
Boston; Nov, 24. The Jforsyth dental Infirmary, donated, for the free
treatment of the school children of
Boston, was dedicated today. Governor David I. Walsh, Mayor James M.
Curley and Thomas A. Forsyth, one
of the donors, were the speakers. The
recognition of the care of tlie teeth as
the greatest aid to health of children
was the Inceptive of wealthy Koston-lan- s

to provide adequate meaps: cf
carry ing- out this philanthropic .project.

WILL NOT

NAME A RECEIVER
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. Las Vegas.
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THE

PRESIDENT TURNS DOWN
PLAN FOR OPERATING COLORADO COAL MINES

Washington, Nov. 24. President
Wilson will not adopt the suggestion
of the American Federation of Lanor
that steps be taken to have a receiv
er appointed for the Colorado coal
mines Involved in the strike with the
purpose of having them operated by
the federal government.
,
The president told caller today tnat
he had been Informed by Secretary
Wilson of the department of labor
that the solicitor of that department
had given an opinion that there would
be' no legal warrant for the operation
of the mines by the government.-Thpresident added that so far he had
received po suggestion from Governor
Ammons that the federal,, troops, be
withdrawn.
e

THIS,
Sif.Vf
WEEK;

IF YOU

;

TO

V

AND

'
SAVE

SPECIALS
Best

CARE

MONEY

SECURE THE BEST

SPECIALS
25c Poplin

MERCHANDISE
TAINABLE

Outing Flannel

OB

92c
'

-

TRADE

In

plain shades of red,

blue, tan, brown, green,

lavender, etc.

Per Yard

(10

WEEK

Quality

Amoskeag

;
cOo

THIS

AT THIS GIFT SHOP

Now

Per

Yd

19c

'

'

yard ..limit!
BIG
EARLY

ENTIRE

BUyiNG

i::

REDUCTIONS

All thing? favor the
--

AT ALBUQUERQUE
Dr. Roberts "Say, Jeff, It was white
AT BROWNE TONIGHT of you to put those green blackboards
in the Santa Fe county schools."
Dr. Conway "Well, Mutt, it made
OFFER- me feel blue to have folks with a yelLATEST SHU
ING IS DECLARED TO BE
low streak get purple in the face" when
SWEET AND PRETTY
they found our blackboards couldn't
be read. So I did 'em up brown."
Tonight only at the Browne theater From the Santa Fe New Mexican.
will be shown "The Wishing Ring,"
a pretty, idyllic love story cf old Eng
MINISTERS MARRY IN OHIO
land and cheery boy and gill romance.
Hamilton, O., Nov. 24. A strictly
five-ee- l
This is one of the Shubert-Bradministerial wedding will take place
y

hit in their weekly
tions at the Browne.

' '

uver

.

wig

.'--

TURKEY HAS STILL TO EXPLAIN
THE FIRING UPON THE
TENNESSEE

tj;
The Rawei family, which appears
here on November 28, is highly recom-mendeby a .number of chautauqua
managers.
William Orr, president of the Chautauqua association, Clarindon, Iowa,
says:
"The New Zealanders have delight
ed our patrons two successive seasons
and more attractive or popular people
have seldom been seen here."0
F. A. Boggess, manager Colorado
chautauqua assembly, Boulder, Colo.,
says:
"We are much pleased with the New
Zealanders. Their work was excellent.
Seldom indeed dVuea an enter
tainment combine so much f popular
enjoyment with educational and moral
teachings." ......
The Y. M. 6. A. feels sure "that the
"
first- number of the lyceum course,
which met with sucb great favor, will
in many respects characterize every
number-whic' is to ; follow

decided

'.

treat.

THEY HAVE PLEASED PATRONS
OF CHAUTAUQUA ALL OVER '
THE LAND

offerings, which are making

1 1

sim-

plicity and is especially appropriate to Colonial
and- - Georgian
dining rooms.
.vy
Made in Ster- -

'

WILSON HOPEFUL

Naoo last night, but General Benjamin Hill, the garrison commander,
turned searchlights upon the attackers and mowed them down with machine guns.
The attack was directed against the
Hill trenches in the southeast, and
Maytorena's men were within 300
yards of the defenses when the searclA
lights got into play. At daylight Hill
opened a lively artillery fire upon
the besiegers and forced a further re-

classic

its

CLOSED

Washington, Nov. 24. The firing of
Turkish forts at Smyrna upon the
cruiser Tennessee and her launch
last week will not be considered a
closed Incident until further reports
are received, .Dot'- President Wilson
told inquirers today he considered that
Ambassador Morgenthau's report of
an explanation
members of
the Turkish cabinet;, ,')eVidQntly,- clears
up the facts." ,vr ",
He did not say. w.hether he considers the informal explauatipn as satisfactory. He has ihad niuqh difflculty
in communicating, with Constanti'
:
nople.
.(,(
The president today said he was
pleased to learn of press reports from
Petrograd saying Russia was expect(Continued- from Page Oue)
ing negotiations for; a new commercial treaty with the United States to
not yet known.
soon. The president indicated
"begin
The commercial telegraph wires
iconnt JfMnig Vera Cruz with! Mexico the negotiations of a new treaty would
be welcomed but made no further
City have not yet been received.
;
comment.

the

One of

popular patterns in Gorhum

IS NOT ;

CONSIDERED

EH

'Etruscan

i""-

.

BERT-BRAD-

kinds of picture framing, also

mm- -

'
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"TBEHWISI1ING RING"

We are prepared to do

undersigned are working in harmony
and in the interest of the law, order
and peace with an earnest desire 10
have no further expense or bloodsned
in Colorado. "We have - a feeling of
good will toward all, ,but a fixed de
termination to preserve the pre&ont
statifs of peace In this state.
"The entrance into Colorado of your
estimable body at about the time of
the withdrawal of the federal troops
and at approximately the date fixed lor
the present administration to retire
and the incoming' fdminiatratioii' to
take up its new duties, might greatly
embarrass uS' in,,'the administration
of our progranv of government, and
the hearings conducted by our committee might serve to inflame passions and endanger the peace maintained by the troops In the past.
"We, therefore, respectfully request
and urge that the date of your proposed Investigation be postponed."
The date on which the inquiry by
the industrial relations commission Is
to open has been fixed
for December
-

'

h

TEACII SPANISH
Whether or not Spanish should be
Saught in the public schools of New
Mexico and if so to what extent and
liy what method are among the most
vital of all the problems to be considered by the convention of educators now in session. It is a question
of the utmost importance to all the
people of the state, English-speakinand
as Spanish-speaking- ,
;as well
will never be settled until it Is
settled right.
English is the language of the
country, and always will be. Any
educational scheme which fails to
"take this fact into consideration is
radically and fundamentally wrong.
To teach Spanish In such a way as
to Interfere with the complete mastery of English by all the children In
the schools would be just about as

NOVEMBER 24, 1914.

TVESDAY,

a

presenta-

Its characters are for most of the
time true to the atmosphere. Among
them all, none is truer than Alec Francis, in the role of the gouty Earl of
Bateson. Chester Barnett has the role

,
the
here tomorrow, for the
groom and the officiating clergyman
are all ordained ministers. The bride
Is Rev. Mary E. Andrews,
formerly
ijnversalist
pastor of the First
church In KanRas City and later head
resident of the Swope Settlement In
that city. The groom is the Rev. C.
bride-to-be-

Don't Want Investigation
Denver, Nov. 24. Governor E. M.
Ammons .democrat, and Governor-elec- t
George A. Carson, republican, today
Joined in a request that the proposed
Investigation of the federal industrial
relations commission Into the Colorado coal miners' strike be postponed.
The request was made In a telegram
to President Wilson and Frank P.
Walsh, chairman of the commission
The telegram, which was addressed
to Mr. Walsh, follows:
We have had within the past year
more than a score of Investigations
of Industrial conditions In our coal
fields, Including one by a special congressional committee and others the federal bureau of labor. We perl
ously question whether an Investigation conducted by you at this time can
bring out any new information. The

'
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early buyer this year!
OF

Some

FURS

manufacturers

are predicting a

REDUCED

scar-

city In many lines
goods.

With

SUITS,
COATS and

of

DRESSES.

present

prices the lowest, and
20 Per Cent

Discounts allowed on
all Women's Ribbed

Underwear

assortments

the best,

you should suppy your
needs at' the

k

earliest
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opportunity.
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Overcoats

HO SHOULD WORRY?

AND

DAY A BURDEN a worry on your mind? Do you wonder from week to week how you will get the TASK performed Co
you start things steaming early and then .!lnd you have no one to
WASH

IS

''

help you do your washing?

:

great importance to

R. H. Brown came in today from
Denver to attend to some personal
O.

Hanson arrived this

M.

,

has purchased a new Ford car from
one of the local dealers,
Mrs. G. S. VaSse left today for Iiunts-villMo. Mrs. Vasse is the mother of
Mrs. George Hunker of this city.
Mrs. Clara A. Lopez left today for
Santa Fe. She will visit her
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Ma
nuel B. Baca of the Capital City.
A big Premier car passed through
Las Vegas this morning on its way
from Ohio to the coast by way of
and Tucson. It contained 0. 0.
Blade ..and Sam Manning.
R.'E. Hackett left today for Albuquerque.' Mr. Hackett has been in Las
Vegas for about a month. He was employed In the office of Superintendent
F. L. Myers. He probably will take
quail.
up a ''residence at El Paso.
Frank R. Williams left Las Vegas
Do you need a new hat? We have
a splendid new line, trimmed and'un-trimme- today for Winslow, Ariz. Mr. Williams
Also a beautiful line bf will spend Thanksgiving there and
will return to this city after the holitrimmings. Strass' Bonnet Shop.
i;"
'
days. He was accompanied by his
Adv.
Rev. J. Milton Harris and Phil H. family.
LeNolr left yesterday afternoon for ;t The private car "National'' passed
Watrous. They traveled on Mr: Har- through Las Vegas today attached to
ris motorcycle. Before starting Le- Noi 1.. It contained C. D. Hareday and
Nolr left his will at the Y. M. C. A. party and wa3 bound from New York
Mr. Hareday
in charge of Director Scatterday. The City to Los Angeles!
two expect to be back for the "man Is a prominent French railway official
away from home" dinner on Thanks- and Is traveling across the continent
i
t studv American railroad methods.
giving,

business today.
James Collins of Mineral WU came
Into town last night. He is a rincher
from that neighborhood.
Louis Lucear and Thomas Gr;frnns,
ranchers from the vicinity, of Wut-rouwere visiting tovn tJtUy.
W. W. Tipton of Los Alamos came
Into town on business last night. Mr.
Tipton Is the oversee." of the J. J
Iland ranch.
Mr. ' anid ...Mrs. C. 0. Duko cam In
last night, .fijom, Santa ?e. Mr. Duke Is
a representative of the John B
company of Phllade.phia
A hunting party consist' ng of V. V.
Hansen, Lowrle CI avenge ' and .A
.Watkina left this nwrn'.rfafWW-.bftnt-in- g
trip to Chaperito. They are after

particular in selecting the

fab-

-

II

-

IMs lLAS
VEGAS SAVINGS

shoulder and around the collar.
You can't make a mistake in
'

any of these

if

points

j'hoosj.a,Hart,.Shaffner
'

;

son-in-la-

Bis-be-

n

!

)

'

.

t

GREENBEBGERS
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V

e

Tom Blattman of Wraon Mound
was in town yesterday afieruoon. He
bought a Bujck "25" autom.'.bile from
the Las Vegas Motor Car company.

doctor is AtSiMei

bv sHj iiiv;'

!

'$

Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 24. At
the time set for his appearance against
Dr. J. S. Cipes and L. W. Evans yesterday afternoon In police court Lack- amoor Wartamer, negro, was unconscious, according to the police. He
charged the doctor and Evans, who is
an employe at the Cipes sanitarium,
with striking and beating him.
Dr. Cipes in a statement last night
said he had not struck Wartamer.
When he was down town Sunday afternoon he was called to the sanitarFIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
ium by a telephone message to the
effect 'that Wartamer had attempted 4to hit one of the women nurses and
Frankie Burns vs Joe Azavedo, Oakthat tierefused to be put out of the
kitchen, he said. The physician be- land, Calif.
Al Reich vs Jim Coffey, New York.
lieved Wartamer was drunk.
Kid Williams v Frankie Daly, New
Calling Evans to assist him, the
doctor entered the kitchen to take York.
Wartamer out. He refused to go and
Jack Dillon vs Dick Gilbert, Denver,
he took hold of him, the doctor said. Colo.
--
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"Dispatches appearing in Italian
newspapers are to the effect that molestation of Itaian shipping by the
French is part of a systematic plan of
the French to divert the maritime
trade of Genoa to Marseilles. Word
comes from Rome that in northern
Italy there Is much feeling against
ttmriand in conseauence of the tact
that several metal foundries were
closed because of the seizure of copper and lead. British, imports In October, according to reports from Rome,
decreased 20,000,000 pounds sterling
or 40 per cent ana me exports ,Q00r
000 pounds sterling or 60 per cent as
compared with last year.
"Switzerland has lodged protests at
London and Bordeaux against the violation of the Swiss neutrality.
"The Copenhagen Politiken state3
that English reports that Germany
wishes peace are absurd, and that
their only aim Is to keep England Jn
good humor.
"There is no reason for wishing
peace, eincaf ier armies are on foreign territory and her navy is uninMOTORISTS
'

Albuquerque,

$500

Fursman and another witness.
Zamora Baid the motorcycle struck
('ie vehicle near
Matthews' dairy,
out.
He fel in front
him
throwing
the motorcycle and it passed over
him, he stated. The woman also testified that he machine collided witn
the wagon and hurled- - the boy out.
-

::.x::.::::x:::

C

S

X
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B.

J. ttevaoldi lubocco Co.
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FCRTALES GIRL WINS
Albuquerque, Nov. 24. A demura
little Jerman girl in blue, Amanda
Mueller, from Portales, carried off the
spoiling honors yesterday at the state
contest. Thirteen girls and boys, rep
resenting every section of New Mexico, and at least three nationalities,
wore lined up against the b'aekboards
in the study room and library at the
High school, to be shot, rot with lead,
hut with words fired from the speller
ised as a text book in the schools.

SUIT

Easy

AT
THE GOLDEN

RULE STORE

Owing to

their

For Fall and Winter should be

"One Price to Everybody"
plan of selling merchandise.
NO HAGGLING ABOUT THE
PRICE.
NO DOUBT

ABOUT

ordered now,
We have a complete line of for(

eign and domestic suitings, com-

RIGHT

prising all the latest weaves, and

PRICES.
A CASH

PRICE ONLY.
BUSINESS DONE.
By trying this store, our many
satisfied customers have convinced
themselves that they
save from 15 to 40 per cent on
their purchases.

at right prices.

NO CREDIT

OPEN WEDNESDAY

Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

MS.

EVENING

LAS VEGAS' BUSIEST STORE

LEWIS

TAILOB

a

dangered by the smoke palls
overhang the river. The eteiiv
of Kate Adams, the largest boat in i
the Pittsburgh stock exchange voted I Mississippi, which had become 1
today to open the exchange December in the fog early last night, reach
for unrestricted trading in stocks, Helena 14 hours behind schedule, j
which closed under $15 July 30. TradI
FELT
ing in other stocks will be restricted
EARTHQUAKE
24.
to the prices of July 30, less one diviNov.
Earthquat
Washington,
dend.
shocks were recorded today on
seismographs of Georgetown TJniv
GERMANS' NEW BASE
sity, beginning at 7:20 o'clock
an hour and six minul
Valparaiso, Nov. 24. The Chilean
training ship. General Raquedano, has The center of the disturbance was
been sent by the government to the culated to be about 1,200 miles fr
Juan Fernandez islands to make an In- Washington, and .the observers bel'.
vestigation into the cnarges that the ed it to be within the United St.i
Germans have established a base of
operations on the Island of Mas A
Fuera, one of this group.
vW-- :

EXCHANGE TO OPEN
Pittsburgh, Nov. 24. Directors

1

NEW ZEALAND

RAIN SAVES FORESTS
Little Rock, Ark., Nov. 24. Ram
that began falling m southwestern
Arkansas, portions of Oklahoma and
Louisiana, has checked the great tor- est fires that prevailed in those dls
tricts. Today it was believed the
greatest damage frm the fires, ex
cept around Little Rock, was over. In
Little Rock, however, the greatest ap
prehension for the safty of the city
prevailed. The forest fires in this
vicinity had approached to within ronr
miles of the business district today.
Citizen patrols covered the residence
districts, alert lest
sparks
kindle a disastrous fire. River traffic at Helena still Is said to be en- -

extending to December 31 the order
prohibiting Urn sale of intoxicating
liquors in Las Animas and Huerfano
counties. The action was taken at th
request of Colonel James Lockett and
is intended to cover the time the federal troops will remain in the strike
district.

t;::::

1

Hade

Buying

wind-drive-

BOOZE STILL BARRED
M.
"Denver,.. No?. 21. Governor
AmmOiis today issued a proclamation,
'! '"

;1

I' f,K

bonds.

rl-in-

Prtnct Albert it told in topoy rmJ bag: Bet
tidy red frna. IOct alto in handmome pound
and half 'pound humidora,

N.

John

The hearing was held before Justice
Antonio J. Garcia of Duranes and began at 10 o'clock in the morning and
lasted until 4 o'clock. The testimony
of the boy and Altagrasia Lopez, who
drove the wagon in which he was
differed widely from that of Seth,

p.

R. J. REYNOLDS
TOSACCOCO.

ACCUSED

N. M., Nov. 24.

Smith and Edgar Fursman, who ran
boy,
into Agustin Zamora, a small
were
with a motorcycle, yesterday
bound over to await the action of the
grand jury on the charge of assault
with intent to bill. They furnished

Men, here's class and quality and flavor and
fragrance. Get a whiSF or a pulf of P. A. out
of a pipe or from a makin's cigarette and you've
so good it's
just got to have more. Tastes
Because
right hard to wait till the next fire-uP. A can't bite your tongue ! Bite's cut out by
a patented process. Paste thai in yout hat I You
put yourself on the road to contentment.

THANKSGIVING

grade.

jured."

the national joy smoke

i

WAR

Ycur

'BOMB AT WARSAW
vA&hingtonlJJov. 24. A'bomlT from
a German airship fell in front of the
American consulate at Warsaw early
today, breaking the windows of the
consulate but injuring no one within,
(Continued From Page One.)
according to a telegram dated today
from American Ambassador Marye at
No special reports have been re
Petrograd- - Several persons In the ceived recently from Servla, from the
street in front of the consulate were scene of the Turkish operations or
killed and wounded, but none of them the western theater of war.
were Americans,
in
"There was a slight snowfall
Berlin early this morning, and the
temperature fell below zero, centi

I

it

Winston-Sale-

.Treasurer

--

for, the negro's injuries
he fell against the

m

-

Vice-Preside-

that

e,

II

President

H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

The limit of going some in the smokings line is to
make fire with a match, then hitch it to a j immy
pipe or a makin's cigarette packed brimful of
Gets you mighty
Prince Albert
and turns on the sunshine spigot
pleased-likin your system very early in the A. M.
Prince Albert wins every man who's game
enough to hit the high spot at the cost of a
clime. Doesn't make any difference what you
think about being able to smoke a pipe or a
,. jgll-'ecigarette, you can and you will and
get happy "on every pull if youTl nail your flag
to the mast of

t.'..,.'..'.1

BANK

WM. G. HAYDON...

Just about time
yon got yours
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fit over the
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Be

and see to the

ofter-noo- n

from Albuquerque. He will stay
few
a
Udays on business.
W.
0.
George E. Rusby of the
P. M, Lyon of Albuquerque arrived
ranch was in town, today,
A. E. Sapping of Uwvm was in in Las Vegas today. He Is a former
'
resident of Las Vegas.
?
town this morning on business
H. P. Browne, the local moving picWarren Plecho arrived la&t night
'
ture man, left yesterday afternoon on
Albuquerque for a nrief stay.
R. A Nearer, a rancher from the flying trip to Denver.
The Watrous Mercantile company
"Mineral Hill district, w hi town on

you.

Hosklns, Cashier.

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

ric, the Model and the Tailoring

:

D. T.
'

t.

Your overcoat is a matter of

National Ave

affairs.

J. M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

Men and Boys

Puritan Sanitary Laundry

PERSONALS

1.00

FOR

,;

1201

SURPLUS

0k

Mackinaws

Get our prices on "wet washing" and "rough dry." Let us worry.

Phone Matin 267

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

GEM OF

SOUTH SEAS
UAT WE LI
j i

NATIVE 'COSTUME
SONG, STORY

m

PICTURES
SCENE8Y

i
I

oroA house

n

Salurday Nov.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
II, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vice-Pres- t.
Clarence Idea, Secy. & Treas.
Donald Steward,
C. C. Robblns.

East Las Veeas. N. M
A.lbu(suerrue, N.

Pecos,

N".

TA.

M.

Trinidad. Colo.
Rowe. N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M

:gross IMM
Wholesale Grocers
WOOL. HIDES fa PELTS, LUM
NAVAJO RLANKE
BAIN WAGON'S
EAGLE IIA l?it,
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CF THE WORKER

Refuse in Shop of Sign Painter Is ADislways Gathered Up and Value
tributed Among Men.
"On the matter of domestic economy In the American household
which, it is asserted, the housewives
and the boys and girls of the family
no longer practice, It Is interesting to
know that if economy be a lost art at
home, it is pursued 'with a great deal
of care In many lines of business." re
marked Henry A. Shields of New
"I was ImYork at the Ealeigh.
pressed a few months ago by the observation of a sign painter, who informed me that he could not deliver a
sign I had ordered on a certain day
because in the intervening time he

PiWtS

fctoc3
18

She OPTIC

?5he

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR OINNER
VBM BEST GOODB OBTAIN ABU ALWAYS HANDLM

mm

CHAPMAN

A

COLUMN

T

LODGE NO. t, A. F.
A. M. Regular com-

L. G.

ul

''nlar

Vantcd

For Heat

For alo

M tscciiancoua

"

G O

street.

C

I

T R O L A X

DR. P. It. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any desert ptloi at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phoa
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411

LOCAL TIME CARD
East Bound
Arrive

No.
No.

No.
No.

No.
No.
No.
No.

Depart
7:41 .
1:20 p. m
4. ...11:64 p. m. .,..11:61 p,
1:26 a. m.. ... !:
a
1:16 p. m
II
!: p,
Wtst Bound
Arrive
Depart
l:lf p. &
1,... 1:10 p. m
1:4 a. tt
(:85 a. m
4:SI p. &
T..r. 4:20 p. m
1:86 p. m
p.

I....

I....

a

I....
....

7:l

Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
They hang on all winter If not
checked, and pave the way for serious
throat and lung diBeasea Get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, and take It freely. Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and la
mildly laxative. Best for children
and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

--

"

Kaiser Has 3, COO Uniforms.
There was more bitterness than ap
pears on the surface, perhaps, in the
kaiser's intimation to the British am
bassador that he would never again
wear British uniform. For no man
loves uniform more or possesses
larger number of them than the Ger
man emperor. Not only does he hold
innumerable official offices in his own
dominion, each of which requires a
special uniform, but he also holds
or did until recently honorary rank
in every European army and navy
save that of France. In all, his unl
forms total 3,000, and he employs a
head valet with a dozen underlings to
take care of them. Each of these men
is an expert on military uniform, for
it is no light task to remember the
accessories in the way of swerds, epau
lets, helmets, saBbes, etc., and the em
peror Insists on accuracy in the min
utest detail.

-f

O. MOOSE Meets sectnd and
fourth Thursday
each
evening
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
munication first
in brothers cordially Invited Howard T.
third Thursday
mania, visiting Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutlor, secy.
iV:;- blotters cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M.. H. B. Van KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804 Meets second and
Pettea. Secretary,
fourth Thursday in O. It o. hall
LAS VEGAS COMMANDER Y, NO. 2, Pioneer bunlding.
Visiting member
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
Re- are cordially invited. Colbert C
...
conclave second Tues---' Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
git
dey in each memth at MaGEO. H. HUNKER
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Attorney-at-LaSmith, B. C; Chaa. Tamme, Recorder.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

'clean-u- p

hair-rear-

"-

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

wna oiirimiH tn lrnnw what J
day' meant and he told me.
"It appears that In the making of
signs a great deal of gold leaf is used,
and necessarily some of It is wasted,
just as it is when, gold letters are
placed on show windows. I had never
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
noticed that when the painter is at RATES FOR CLASIFIED ADVER- LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYwork putting the leaf on he is careful
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
TISEMENTS
to conserve all the leavings. Just so
cation first Monday In each
in the shops; all refuse there is caremonth at Masonic Temple
fully brushed into a pile and kept. In Five cents per line each Insertion.
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar,
three months' time there will be a Estimate six ordinary words to a line,
H. P.; P. O. Blood, Secreof
rubto
deal
what
No
be
ad
to
great
appears
occupy less space" than two
tary.
bish around a sign painter's shop, but lines. All advertisements charged
he painter knows its value. This rub- will be booked at
space actually set I. O. O.
bish is cleaned up, stowed in bags,
F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
without regard to number of words,
and sent to Philadelphia, where it is
Meets
4,
every Monday evening at
screened and the particles of gold Cash in advance preferred.
their hall on Sixth street. All vlsitBng
leaf extracted.
My friend informed
brethern cordially invited to attend,
me that it Is not unusual to get as
ji. K'riedenstlne, N. G.; A. T. Rogers,
out
as
of
$90
of one shipment
high
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
rubbish, all of which goes to the workC. V. Hedgcock,
Wertz,
Treasurer;
men in the shop, and not to the own- WANTED Middle
ago woman for
er."
Cemetery Trustee.
light housework; good home. Ap
ply 1103 Lincoln avenue.
B. P. a. ELKS Meets second and
CANARY BIRD PRICES ARE UP
fourth Tuesday evening of each
WANTED A good reliable girl for
Feathered Songsters That Are So
month Elks home on Ninth street
general housekeeping. Apply 1016 and
Much Prized Come From GerDouglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Fifth street.
many, Not the Canary Islands..
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Spring.
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
Those who may have been under
cretary.
the impression that canary birds lmported into this country come from FPU RENT Seiven room steam
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURthe Canary istends will suffer a severe
heated modern
house, furnished.
disillusionment at this time, especial
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets Jn
1022 Fourth St., Mrs. Dillon.
ly if the family believes that a canary
W. O. W hall. Sixth street, on the
bird is needed, and someone proceeds
first and third Mondays of each
to "buy" a canary. The fact is, thr.t
month at 8 p. m. ' Visiting brothers
in times of peace canary birds come
and Ladies always welcome.
O. L.
from the Hartz mountains in Germany
where they are bred by the peasants FOR SALE My residence at 620 Co- Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont
in garrets and spare rooms of their
lumbia avenue, very cheap; it will ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow,
cottages. One New York firm alone
pay you to investigate. E. S. Lewis. Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z.
imports 100,000 canaries annually.
W. Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
At present no canaries can be HORSE
and buggy for sale, Inquire Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. Ml
bought in the bird stores because o!
of Perry Onion.
i
the blockade of German ports. Ord
FRATERNAL
NO
BROTHERHOOD
narlly these birds sell for fifteen t
102 Meets every Monday night ii
thirty dollars a dozen. The individua FOR SALE Blue mare at city hall
bird is sold on his merits, as indicate
Saturday at 10 o'clock. Ben Coles. O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a'
8 o'clock.
by his looks and his voice. The feVisiting members are cor
male canary is a poor singer and sell
dially welcome. J, T. Buhler, Presl
for half the price of the male. The
dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
birds sing .best between the Ages
C. H. Bally, Treasurer.
a
and six years. Frequentl
homesteads; advance inforthey live to be twelve years old.
mation; counties SaM Miguel, Guad MODERN
WOODMEN OF AMERICA
The bird dealers also suffer from
alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
In the Forest of Brotherly
Meet
lack of cages for other birds. The
state township desired; will give
Lcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second
canary is shipped in individual wood
sections
subject to entry; retainer and fourth
en cages made in Germany and is
Tuesdays of each month at
fee SI; pay typewriting. Ira M.
sent in lots of one to five hundred
m. J. 8. Nelson,
p.
Consul; G.
Lond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,
These Birds have to be fed daily on
Z. W. Montague, Lo
Laemmle,
Clerk;
D.
C.
seed
and hard boiled eggs as
canary
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es
well as given fresh water. A skilled
attendant has to accompany them on SPANISH typewriting and shorthand pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
the voyage and frequently a young
lessons by an easy and practical
peasant earns his traveling expenses
method. D. Trambley, 1119 Eleventh
to this country in that manner.

dav

AND CAFir

Best

CoL-g-

"Three years ago when I was living
in Pittsburgh one of my children had
a hard cold and coughed dreadfully.
Upon the advice of a druggist I purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy and It benefited hQ"
at once. I find it the best cough medicine for children because it is pleas- ant to take. They do not object to
taking it," writes Mrs. Lafayette Tuck.
Homer City, Pa. This remedy col?
tains no opium or other narcotic, and
may be given to a child as confidently
as to an adult. Sold by all dealers.

,

Adv.

AL AttD

VJ O O D

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

CITROLAX

Medicine for Children

MOEV

CITROLAX

Best thing for constipation, sour
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bow
els. Stops a sick headache almost at
once. Gives a most thorough and nnt
isfactory flushing no pain, no nau
sea. Keeps your system cleansed,
sweet and wholesome. Ask for Citrolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

-

The Kentucky Democratic vote fell
off 35 per cent from 1912 figures.

lou will like their positive action.
They have a tonic effect on the bow
els, and give a wholesome, thorough
cleaning to the entire bowel tract.
Stir the liver to healthy activity and
stomach sweet Constipation,
keep
Officers.
Artillery Company Chooses
headache,
dull, tired feeling never af
The Honorable Artillery company,
whose ranks are now full, Is the only reet those who use Foley Cathartic
military body over which parliament Tablets. Only 25c. O. G. Schaofei
has no control. It is governed under and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
numerous royal warrants and the
crown appoints its chief. At one time
The joker in the Underwood tariff
the company jilaimed absolutely the
Is the 5 per cent discount clause.
bill
right of electing their own captain
The
democrats concede the humor and
general; the corporation endeavored
to reduce this right to the privilege of difficulty in the provision.
presenting three candidates to the
lord mayor and aldermen, and from
NEW SALVATION ARMY HEAD
these the final choice should be made.
Edmonton, Nov. 24. A monster re
The privy council was called In to de
Is planned here for tomorrow
cide the question, and a compromise ception
when
Commissioner and Mrs.
night,
resulted. To the company was given
the right of choosing their officers, to Richards, the newly appointed leaders
the corporation the choice of presi of the Salvation Army in Cauada, are
dent, while to the crown was reserved expected to arrive. The commissioner
the right of nominating the captain has been in charge of army operations
in Australia for five years, and now
general. London Chronicle.
comes to take up the work carried
Soldiers Throw Socks Away.
on by the late Commissioner Roos.
Well meaning women are busied on
will visit each of the big cities In
the making of many comforts for our He
soldiers. But they should remember Canada, and la expected to take up
that their supply of socks is not need- his headquarters at Winnlnetr next
ed by the man who marches. He has
oek.
.
found that his boots are enough on a
Ik
long march when they are the good
Important
boots now furnished him. And it yon
Bear In mind Unit Chamberlain's
give him socles and blisters he will
not thank you. He juBt throws the Tablets not only move the bowels but
improve the appetite and strencrthen
cocks awav. Loudon Chronicle.
the digestion. For sale by all dealers

'"Wffn

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 pounds or More, each dllvery..
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery..
200 pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery

Less than

50 pounds,

per 100 lbs.
25c per 100 lbs.
....30c per 100 lbs.
...40c per 100 lbs.
soe per 100 lbs.
2Qo

each dsllvery....

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Mad Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

W

I

ADS

FIND WHAT

YOUVANr

AH
SELL WHAT YOU D3NT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most
THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used
machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical instruments.
WANT ADS are Inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.

SATIS-

,
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then it came to pass, that we loved
The answer forestalled his arrival
one woman, your mother. I won her In Liverpool:
all but her heart: too late she realrwTB
Tr'm-'death sign for your father. For
ized it was Law she loved. He never God's sake, look
to yourself and keep
forgave me, nor I liira. Though he iway from America.
married another woman, still ho held
But Alan had more than once visA Novelized Version of the Motion Picture Drams of the Same Name
from me the love of my wife. I could ited America incognito and unknown
Produced by the Universal Film Co.
not sleep for hating him and he was to Seneca Trine via a secret route of
no better off. Each sought the other's his own selection.
i
ruin; it came to be an open duel beEight days out of London, a second-clas- s
tween us, in Wall street. One of us
By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
passenger newly landed from
had to fail and I held the stronger one of the C.-- steamships, he walked
AtthaffThc Fortunt Hunkr.""Ths Brou Bawl.""Tht Black Bat."
hand. The night before the day that the streets of
Quebec and dropped
' Woitrattd with Photos
was to have seen my triumph, t out of sight between dark and dawn,
rpht fron the Picture Production
walked in Central park, as was my to turn up
presently In the distant
habit to tire my body so that my brain Canadian hamlet
of Bale St. Paul, apmight sleep. Crossing the East drive parently a very tenderfooted American
CopyrlghJQlt, by Louia Joseph Vance
I
motor-car
was
struck by a
r
running
CHAPTER I.
chaperoned by a tacia sign from her, so that he had grown at high speed without
lights. I was turn Indian guide picked up
to
belief
accustomed
the unflattering
picked up insensible and lived only
The Message of the Rose.
that she had forgotten him.
to be what I am today. Law triLapped deep in the leather-bounCrossing the St. Lawrence by night,
And now the sign had come but umphed in the street while I
lounge-chair- ,
lay help- the two struck off quietly Into the
of
an
ample
luxury
of
hearts
did
what
the
deuce
the
trey
less; only a living remnant of my hinterland of the Notre Dame range,
walled apart from the world by the
mean?
fortune remained to me. Then his then crossed the Maine border.
venerable solitude of the library ol
When"
come, London had
On the second noon thereafter,
London's most exclusive club, Mr. lost Alanmorning
Law. No man of his actrail-worAlan Law sprawled (largely on the
and weary, as lean as their
rewoman
had
nor
any
quaintance
the two paused on a
nape of his neck) and, squinting dis- ceived
depleted
packs,
of
his dis
the least warning
ridge-polof the wilderness up back
contentedly down his nose, admitted appearance. He was simply and
of the Allagash country, and made
that he was exhaustively bored.
removed from English ken.
Now the chair filled so gracelessly
their midday meal in a silence which,
if normal In the Indian, was one of
stood by an open window, some twenCHAPTER II.
deep misgivings on Alan's part.
ty feet below which lay a sizable
walled garden, an old English garden
Contiuually his gaze questioned the
The Sign of the Three.
In full flower. And through the winnorthern skies that lowered portenhigh brazen noon, a
dow, now and then, a
tously, foul with smoke a countrywide conflagration that threatened all
breeze wafted gusts of warm air, day in spring, the clamorous life of
bone-drsauve and enervating with the heavy New York running as fluent as quickwith
j northern
Maine,
'
silver through its brilliant streets.
fragrance of English roses.
drought.
Within-doors- ,
neither sound nor sunMr. Law drank deep of it, and In
Only the south offered a fair pros
pect. And the fires were making
spite of his spiritual unrest, sighed beam disturbed a perennial quiet that
was
yet not peace.
southward far faster than man might
slightly and shut his eyes.
The room was like a wide, deep
An unspoken word troubled the
hope to travel through that grim and
.:"..
stubborn land.
depth of his consciousness, so that well of night, the haunt of teeming
old memories stirred and struggled to shadows and sinister silences.
Even as he stared, Alan saw fresh
"'
'
,
was visible beyond
tj
its Burface. The word was "Rose,"
columns of
smoke Bpring
I
and for the time seemed to be the the lonely shape that brooded over
up in the northwest.
name neither of a woman nor of a it, the figure of an old man motionAnxiously he consulted the Impaschair.
sive mask of the Indian, from whom
flower, but oddly of both, as though less in a great, leather-bounI
1
His hair was as white as his heart
f 4
his questions gained Alan little comthe two things were one. His mental
i
fort.
vision, bridging the gap of a year, con- was black. The rack of his bones,
Jacob recommended forced
marches to Spirit lake, where canoes
jured up the vision of a lithe, sweet clothed in a thick black dressing-gowof crimson silk,
with waist-corEilhouette in white, with red roses
might be found to aid their flight;
at her belt posed on a terrace of the from the thighs down was covered by
and withdrew into sullen reserve.
'
Riviera against the burning Mediter a black woollen ,rug. He stared
They traveled far and fast by dim
s
at nothing: a man
ranean blue.
forest trails before sundown, then
Mr. Law was dully conscious that
dead, completely paralyzed
again paused for food and rest. And
r
he ought to be sorry about something. but for his head and his left arm.
as Jacob sat deftly about preparing
But he was really very drowsy indeed;
Presently a faint clicking Bignal disthe meal, Alan stumbled oft to whip
t
turbed the stillness. Seneca Trine put
i.
and so, drinking deep of
the little trail-sidstream for trout.
f
forth his left hand and touched one
of roses, he fell gently asleep.
Perhaps a hundred yards upstream,
.
The clock was striking four when of a row of crimson buttons embedded
the back-lasof a careless cast by his
We Both Loved One Woman.
h awoke; and before closing his In the desk. Something else clicked
weary hand hooked the state of Maine.
this time a latch. There was the
Too tired even to remember the apeyes he had noticed that its hands
discharged, came to me and
Indicated ten minutes to four. So he faintest possible noise of a closing chauffeur,
Alan scrambled
words,
sold me the truth; it was Law's car propriate
could not have slept very long.
door, and a smallish man stole noise- with Law at
ashore, forced through the thick unhad
wheel
the
that
struck
For some few seconds Alan did not lessly into the light, paused beside the me down a deliberate
that masked the trail,
attempt at as- dergrowth
move, but rested as he was, incredu- desk and waited respectfully for leave sassination. I sent Law word
found his fly, set the Btate of Maine
I
that
lously regarding a rose which had ma to speak.
meant to have a life for a life. For .free and swinging on his heel
"Well?"
terialized mysteriously upon the little
what
was I better than dead? I prom- brought up, nose to a sapling, trans"A telegram, sir from England."
table at his elbow. He was quite sure
ised him that, should he escape, I fixed by a rectangle of white paste"Give it me!"
It had not been there when he closed
would have the life of his son. lie board fixed to its trunk, a trey of
The old man seized the sheet of yel- knew I meant
his eyes, and almost as sure that It
it, and sent his wife hearts, of which each pip had been
low paper, scanned it hungrily, and
was not real.
buland son abroad. Then he died sud- neatly punctured by a
crushed It in his tremulous claw with
And In that instant of awakening
let.
of
some
common
ailment they
denly,
a gesture of uncontrollable emotion.
the magic fragrance of the
He carried It back to camp, meansaid; but I knew better. He died of
"Send my daughter Judith here!"
seemed to be even more strong and
ing to consult the guide, but on
fear of me."
Two minutes later a young woman
I cloying sweet than ever.
thought, held his tongue. It was
Trine smiled a cruel smile: "I had
1 1
ne pui out a gingeny nana in street dress was admitted to the made his life a
men
of terror. Evei not likely that the Indian had over'
reign
i
vn
fcjjl discovered that it was real beyond chamber of shadows.
bo often I would send Law, one way looked ttu UttjeCt Bo onnyi4ww
i
"You sent for me, father?"
all question. A warm red rose, freBh- or another mysteriously always a the trail.
' plucked, drops of water trembling and "Sit down."
So Alan waited for him to speak
of hearts; it was my death-sigShe found and placed a chair at the trey
ike tiny diamonds on the
meantime determined to watch
and
sparkling
as
our
for
name,
you know,
him;
1 1
velvet of its fleshy petals. And when desk, and obediently settled herself Trine,
more narrowly, though no other
Jacob
signifies a group of three. And
Impulsively he took it by the stem, he In it.
time he received a trey of suspicious circumstance had marked
every
"Judith tell me what day is this?"
fdpcovered a most indisputable thorn
hours an the several days of their association.
hearts, within twenty-fou- r
1
which did service for the traditional
The first half of the night was, ad
"My birthday. I am twenty-one.- "
would
some
sort
be made
of
f I
"And your sister's birthday: Rose, attempt life.
pinch.
broke down the day, devoted to relentless progThe
strain
his
upon
Convinced that he wasn't dreaming, too, is twenty-one.- "
(
ress southward; thirty minutes of
his nerve.
! Alan transferred the rose to his sound
"Yes."
"Then I turned my attention to the steady jogging, five minutes for rest
'
"You could have forgotten that," the
hand, and meditatively sucked his
son, but the distance was too great, and repeat.
old man pursued almost mockingly.
No more question as to the need for
difficulties insuperable. The Law
the
r
"Do you really dislike your
millions mocked all my efforts; their such urgent haste; overhead the north
so intensely?"
alliance with the Rothschilds placed wind muttered without ceasing. Thin
"You
The girl's voice trembled.
mother and son under the protection veils of smoke drifted through the forknow," she said, "we have nothing in of every secret police in Europe. But est, hugging the ground, like some
common beyond parentage and this
dared not come home. At length weird acrid mist; and ever the curabominable resemblance. Our natures they
I realized I could win only by playing tained heavens glared, livid with rediffer as light from darkness."
a waiting game. I needed three flected fires.
"And which would you say was
By midnight Alan had come to the
things: more money; to bring Alan
light?"
Law back to America; and one agent bounds of endurance; flesh, bone and
"Hardly my own: I'm no hypocrite. I could trust, one incorruptible agent. sinew could no longer stand the strain.
Rose Is everything that they tell me I ceased to
persecute mother and son, Though Jacob declared that Spirit
my mother was, while I" the girl lulled them into a sense of false se- lake was now only six hours distant,
smiled strangely "I think I am more
curity, and by careful speculations as far as concerned Alan he might
your daughter than my mother's."
my fortunes. In Rose I had have said COO. His blanket once unrepaired
A nod of the white head confirmed the lure to draw the
boy back to rolled, Alan dropped upon it like one
the suggestion. "It is true. I have America; in you, the one person I drugged.
watched you closely, Judith, perhaps could trust.
The sun was high when he awakmore closely than even you knew.
"I sent Rose abroad and arranged ened and sat up, rubbing heavy eyes,
Before I was brought to this" the that she should meet Law.
They fell stretching aching limbs, wondering
wasted hand made a significant ges- in love at
m
sight. Then I wrote inform- what had come over the Indian to let
ture "I was a man of strong pasing her that the man she had chosen him sleep so late.
sions. Your mother never loved,, but was
Of a sudden he was assailed by sickthe son of him who had murdered
rather feared me. And Rose is the all of me but my brain. It fell out as ening fears that needed only the briefmirror of her mother's nature, gentle, 1 foresaw. You can
imagine the scene est investigation to confirm. Jacob
unselfish, sympathetic. But you, Ju- of passionate renunciation
pledges had absconded with every valuable
to
a
are
second
like
self
dith, you
item of their equipment.
of undying constancy the arrangeme."
Nor was his motive far to seek.
ment of a secret code whereby, when
An accent of profound satisfaction
1
1
sue needed him, fche would send him Overnight the fire had made treinformed his voice. The girl waited a
single rose the birth of a great ro- mendous gains. And ever and anon
. .
in a silence that was tensely expectthe wind would bring down the roar
mance!"
ant.
Tho old man laughed sardonically. of the holocaust, dulled by distance
With Red Roses at Her Belt.
"Then, If on this your birthday I
not unlike the growling of wild
were to ask a service of you that "Well, there is the history. Now the1 but
thumb. Then he jumped up from the
rose has been sent; Law is already animals feeding on their kill.
affect
the
might
injuriously
happiness homeward
chair and glared suspiciously round of
Alan delayed long enough only to
bound; my agents are
your sister ?"
the room. It was true that a prachis every step. The rest is swallow a few mouthfvN of raw food,
watching
The girl laughed briefly:
"Only in your hands."
tical joke in that solemn atmosphere ask
gulped water from a spring, and set
it!"
t
were a thing unthinkable; still, there
on the trail to Spirit
The girl bent forward, breathing out at a
how far would you go to do
"And
was the rose.
heavily, eyes aflame in a face that had Lake.
.
will?"
my
There was no one but himself in
For hours he blundered blindly on,
"Where would you stop in the serv- .'issumed a waxen pallor.
fhe library.
"What is it you want of me?"
holding to the trail mainly by instinct.
ice of one you loved?"
At length, panting, gasping,
Perplexed to exasperation, Alan fled
"Bring Alan Law to me. Dead or
Seneca Trine nodded gravely. And
the club, only pausing on the way out after a brief
alive, bring him to me. But alive, if
In staggered into a little nat"Rose
In
is
love," you can compass It; I wish to Bee him ural
to annex the envelope he found ad- he announced.pause,
clearing and plunged forward
die. Then I, too, may die content."
dressed to him in the letter-rack- .
headlong, so bewildered that he could
"Oh, I know I know!" the father
It was a blank white envelope of affirmed
The hand of
youth stole not have said whether he was tripped
a faint ring of satisfacwith
forth and grasped the icy hand of or thrown; for even as he stumbled a
rood quality, the address typewritten,
'
the stamp English, and bore a Lon- tion. "I am old, a cripple, prisoner of iloath-in-lifheavy body landed on his back and
this living tomb; but all things I
don postmark half illegible.
"I will bring him," Judith swore
crushed him savagely to earth.
somehow
know
I
come
should
to
Alan tore the envelope open in
"dead or alive, you shall have him
In less than a minute he was overof time!"
course
In
know
t-minded
here."
fashion and started as
his wrists hitched together, his
come;
true
that
"It's
Englishman she
If stung. The enclosure was a simankles bound with heavy cord.
an
with
on
the
acquaintance
scraped
trev
a
of
card
CHAPTER
ple playing
III.
hearts!
When his vision cleared he found
As for Alan Law, he wandered Riviera last year what's his name?
Jacob within a yard, regarding him
Law."
Alan
Law,
homeward in a state of stupefaction.
The Trail of Treachery,
with a face as immobile as though it
"In the main," the father corrected
He could read quite well the message
But young Mr. Law was sole agent had
jeen cast In the bronze it resemare
right. Only, he's not of his own evanishment; Just as he
of the rose. He would not soon for- mildly, "you
bled.
was
His
father
English.
Wellington
was
get that year-olnobody's fool, least of all hts own.
parting with his
Beyond, to one side, a woman in
& Son."
.
Rose of the Riviera:
The hidden meaning of the trey of a man's
"You say you Law, of Law
hunting costume stood eyeknew
to
better
than
She
interrupt, hearts perplexed him with such dislove me but may not marry me and
ing the captive as narrowly as the Inbut her seeming patience was belied trust that before
Then
he
part.
leaving London,
promise this,
dian, but unlike him with a countethat if ever you change your mind, by the whitening knuckles of a hand dispatched a code cablegram to his nance that seemed
aglow with a fierce
blood-rethe
within
:hat
little
of
pool
lay
confidential agent in New York. ,
you'll send for me." And her promover his downfall.
exultancy
light.
ise: "I will send you a rose."
But for that look, he could have beWTiat tlo you know about tha trev of
And presently the deep voice rolled
But the year had lapsed with never
lieved hers the face that had brought
ua: "Law and I were onca Meads; hearts? Answer immediately.
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htm overseas to this mortal pass. FefiJ
ture for feature, even to the hue of
her tumbled hair, she counterfeited
the woman he loved; only those eyes,
aflame with their look of Inhuman
ruthlessness, denied that the two were

Trine and the Indian the latter wielding the paddle.
In the act of turning toward the
darn he saw Jacob drop the paddle.
The next instant a bullet from a Winchester .30 kicked up a spurt of pebone.
only a few feet in advance of
He sought vainly to speak.
The bles
'
breath rustled in his parched throat Alan.
He quickened his pace, but the next
like wind whispering among dead
bullet fell closer, while the third acleaves.
bit the earth beneath his runThrusting the Indian roughly aside, tually
the woman knelt in his place by ning feet as he gained the dam.
Exasperated, he pulled up, whipped
Alan's head.
out his pistol and fired without aim.
"No," she said, and smiling cruelly At
the same time, he noted that the
shook her head "no, I am not your
Rose. But I am her sister, Judith, her distance between dam and canoe had
twin, born In the same hour, daughter
of can you guess whose daughter?
But see this!" She flashed a card
from, within her hunting shirt and held
it before his eyes. "You know It, eh?
v
The trey of hearts the symbol of
Trine Trine, your father's enemy,
and yours, and Rose's father and
mine! So, now, perhaps you know!
A gust of wind like a furnace blast
swept the glade. The woman sprang
Into the for 5H
up, glanced
est, and signed to the Indian.
"In ten minutes," she said, "these
woods will be your funeral pyre."
She stepped back. Jacob advanced,
picked Alan up, shouldered his body
and strode back into the forest. Ten
feet In from the clearing he dropped
the helpless man supine upon a bed of
dry logs and branches.
Then, with a single movement, he
disappeared.
over-should-
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Many Waters.
Pverhead, through a rift In the
foliage, a sky was visible whose ebon
darkness called to mind a thunder

cloud.

The heat was nearly intolerable;
the voice of the fire was very loud.
A heavy, broken crashing near by
made Alan turn his head, and he Baw
a brown bear break cover and plunge
on into the farther thickets forerunner of a mad rout of terrified forest
folk, deer, porcupines, a fox or two, a
wildcat, rabbits, squirrels, partridges
a dozen more.
Two minutes had passed of the ten.
Something was digging uncomfortably
Into Alan's right hip the automatic
pistol In his hip pocket, of which
Jacob had neglected to relieve him.
Then a sharp, Bpiteful crackling
brought him suddenly to a sitting position, to find that the Indian had
thoughtfully touched a match to the
pyre before departing. At Alan's feet
the twigs were blazing merrily.
It would have been easy enough,
acting on InBtinct, to snatch his limbs
away, but he did not move more than
to strain his feet as far as their bonds
Conscious of scorching
permitted.
heat even through his hunting boots,
he. suffered that torture until a tongue
of flame licked up, wrapped Itself
round the thick hempen cord and ate

...

Immediately Alan kicked his feet
free, lifted to a kneeling position, and
crawled from the pyre.
As for his hands Alan's hunting-knif- e
was still in its sheath belted
to the Email of his back. Tearing at
the belt with his hampered fingers, be
contrived to shift it round until the
sheath knife stuck at the belt-looover his left hip. Withdrawing and
conveying the blade to his mouth, he
p
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Sawed the Cords Against tho Razor
Sharp Blade.

gripped it firmly between his teeth,
and sawed the cords round his wrists
blade.
against the razor-sharSefore Alan could turn and run he
saw a vanguard of flames bridge 60
yards at a bound and start a dead
pine blazing like a torch.
And then he was pelting like a madman across the smoked-filleclearing,
and in less than two minutes broke
from the forest to the pebbly shore of
a
lake, and within a
few hundred feet of a substantial
dam, through whose spillway a heavy
volume of water cascaded with a roar
itself.
rivaling that of the forest-OrTwo quick glances showed Alan two
things: that his only way of escape
was via the dam; that there was a
solitary canoe at
bearing
swittly to the farther shore Judith
p

d

e

mid-lak-

FOR PENNIES

Lure of Coins Proved Too Much fop
the Native Red Coats of

Jamaica.
War has Its distant reflection lu
Kingston, Jamaica, and tales of tho
miniature conditions of world strif
there, some grave, soma gay, wer
brought Into port recently by passengers of the Almirante, according to thai
New York Evening World.
When the Almirante, from Colony
sailed into Kingston it was forced to
anchor for a time In the stream. Then
a launch brought out a
"leftenant" and 18 coal black nativ
soldiers. The Almirante's crew was-lineup and the officer picked out 1
Germans, who were taken ashore
prisoners of war.
Two of the Germans, Frank Ibe and
Fred Affenzaler, made a run for it
with shots zipping over, their heads,,
and hid among freight until night.
Then they swam back ito their shlj
and were discovered only after tfc
Almirante had put to sea next dayi
They were turned over to the immigra
tion authorities as stowaways.
Upon Miss Mabel Beecher, a Loa
Angeles girl, rests the stigma of de
stroying the discipline of the British;
army or tnat part of It resident lr
Kingston. After the Almirante hal
been warped into her docks to takdi
on cargo, Miss Beecher stood afc the
rail tossing coppers to the negro
youngsters, who eagerly dived fop
them. Some black soldiers were'
standing on the wharf near by. De
spite their red jackets and pipeclayed
cartridge belts they could not resiwt
the lure of the tossed coins. Many ot
them splashed Into the water, ur.i
forms and all, to grab the American
o

a,

pelf.

FATHER SPOILED
At
A

Tremendous Weight Tore at His
Arms.

THE STORY

Least Young Newspaper Man
Thought So, But City Editor
Differed With Him.

Harvey E. Garman is private secre
tary to Representative Rucker and a
Democratic member of the legislature
from Denver. He waa once a news.
paper man, but got discouraged early
in his career.
"I worried along as a reporter for
a week," says Mr. Garman. "I didn't
get anything very Btartling into
of my paper, it's true, but
at the end of the first week I thought
my fortune was made. One of my
friends told me of the intended!
elopement of a girl of a prominent
She was going to marry a
family.
man much below her in social position. It was an event that would
the town by the ears, and I told
editor I had a sensation to spring
on a set date.
After the date hal
passed he asked me about it.
'Oh, It's all off now," I answere-T'The story Is dead.'
"'What's the matter?' he aske?.
'What was it about?'
"I told him of the projected elopement and added: - 'But there's noili-in- g
The girl's father
in it now.
tion.
showed up with a shotgun and spoiled
His next few actions were wholly the story.'
He was conscious
"After the city editor had finished
unpremeditated.
only of her white, staring face, her commenting on my 'news sense,' " Mr.
strange likeness to the woman that he Garman said: "I decided to forsake
loved.
journalism for politics."
He ran out upon the bridge, threw
himself down upon the innermost tim
Kitchener Likes the Miners.
ber, turned, and let his body fall back
Kitchener has in the course of
ward, arms extended at length, and his service become deeply impressed
swung, braced by his feet beneath with the value of tha Northumbrian
the outer timber.
miner as a military asset. His good
With a swiftness that passed con- oninion is founded upon his observa
scious thought, he was aware of the tion of the work done in the field by
canoe hurtling onward with the speed the Northumbrian fusiliers. He told
of wind, Its sharp prow apparently Lord Grey that he wanted more men
aimed directly for his head.
Then of the same class for the new forces
hands closed round his wrists like which he is organizing. Thereupon
clamps; a tremendous weight tore at Lord Grey, visiting the mining cenhis arms, and with an effort of inconters in the North, explained Lord
ceivable difficulty he began to lift, Kitchener's deaire to the miners themto drag the woman up out of the foam selves, with the result that recruiting
ing jaws of death.
local committees were formed by th
Somehow that Impossible feat was elder men throughout the mining re
achieved; somehow the woman gained gions, and that large numbers of younga hold upon his body, shifted it to his miners, many of them athletes, havo
belt, contrived inexplicably to clamber heen enrolled in the ranks. It is prob
over him to the timbers; and some- able that they will be organized Into
how he in turn pulled himself up to a special regiment, In winch Oiu acsafety, and sick with reaction sprawled quaintances will have the privilege ot
e
prone, lengthwise upon that
marching and fighting together
bridge, above the screaming abyss.
Evening Post.
Later he became aware that the
woman had crawled to safety on the
In a Hole.
farther shore, and pulling Jilmself to
"Uncle Joe" Cannon said at a Dan
gether, imitated her example. Solid ville picnic:
earth underfoot, he rose and stood
"Finance such as that, gentlemen,
Bwaying, beset by a great weakness. will land the country in the hol
Through the gathering darkness a wherein Mrs. Bill Smith found her
ghastly twilight in which the flaming self.
forests on the other shore burned with
"Mrs. Bill Smith scent with her hus
an unearthly glare he discovered the band a
vacation at Atlantic
wan, writhen face of Judith Trine City. It wafLan extravagant vacation.
close to his and he heard her voice, a It cleaned them out.
scream barely audible above the com
"An thev rode back on the train.
mingled voices of the conflagration sunburned and fatigued, their pocket- and the cascades:
books empty and the next pay day two
"You fool! Why did you save me? weeks off, Mrs. Smith sighed and said :
I tell you, I have sworn your death!"
'"Well, anvhow. Bill, we'll be all
The utter grotesqueness of it all right as soon as we gat home. The
broke upon his Intelligence like the morning we started off I hid a ten- revelation of some enormous funda- dollar bill under the pink plunh albuta
mental absurdity in Nature.
He In the parlor.'
" 'Yea.' said Bill, grimly, 'yes, 1 Know
laughed a little hysterically.
Darkness followed. A flash of light you did. I found it.' "
ning seemed to flame between them
like a fiery sword. To its crashing
Supposed She Ought To.
thunder, be lapsed into unconscious"Austria misread tha European sit
ness.
uation when she declared war on lit
When he roused, It was with a shiv tle Servia," says an American army
er and a shudder. Rain was falling man. "She misread the situation a
In torrents from a sky the hue of
completely as the rich lady xnlsren
slate. Across the lake dense volumes the question of a friend.
of Bteam enveloped the fires that
"A rich and good lady, whose nemw
fainted beneath the deluge. A great life was not, alas, all that cewld ho
hissing noise filled the world, muting dewed, was
"J bv ! f
"""
even the roar of the spillway.
the y m
.to 1 i a r
'
He was alone.
" To I i iv" i
I
But in his hand, tattered and bruised
" 'vHi, I m .!"
'
.
.
I II
".it- - I
by the downpour, he found a roue.
lessened perceptibly, thanks to the
strong current sucking through the
spillway.
His shot flew wide, but almost instinctively his finger closed again
upon the trigger, and he saw the paddle snap in twain, its blade falling
overboard. And then the Indian fired
again, his bullet droning past Alan's
ear.
As he fired In response Jacob started, dropped his rifle and crumpled up
in the bow of the canoe.
Simultaneously earth and heavens
rocked with a terrific clap of thunder.
He turned again and ran swiftly
along the dam, toward two heavy timbers that bridged the torrent of the
spillway.
Then a glance aside brought him up
with a thrill of horror; the suck oi
the overflow had drawn the canoe
within a hundred yards of the spill
way. The dead Indian in its bow, the
living woman helpless In its stern
It swept swiftly onward to destruc
'
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For this year the valuation on city
lots is $4,446,088 and the valuation, on

VALUATION
ALBUQUERQUE'S
24. Bernalillo
Nov.
Albuquerque,
is
bounty, including the city of Albuquer- building and improvements
fiftl makine a total of $9,392,bS9.
this
taxes
$3150,282.92
will
pay
que,

'

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

MUTUAL THEATER

$i,V
me

For Your

TONIGHT

between the $9,392,689 and
year, according to Assessor Fred II. difference
the total assessed valuation for the
First Show Starts at 7.15
Heyn's assessment ro.ll, approved by
other
city is made up by personal and
the county commissioners.
TUESDAY
Of this amount the city of Albu- - property..
Broncho
"The
Desperado"
of
roiung
track,
value
total
The
ouerque will receive $C9,406.56. The
Two Reel Feature
railway
owned
hnildinss
by
hoard of education's share will be
' "Our Mutual Girl No. 42"
in tliis county is $1,795,242. the value
the. county's $125,116.89
$73,360.47;
ror
Reliance
of the rolling stock is $1,195,242
and the Btate'8 $67,325.27.
and
machinery
the county. Tools
Last year the total levies of city, owned by railway In the county are
cunty and state, and the special valued at $600,000.
levies theoretically raised $360,327.11
Th value of telephone lines in the
This was upon an assessed valuation county is $101,822 and the value of.j
LOCAL
if $6,037,085 In taxable property for
telegraph lines, $9,602.
both the city and county.
The total assessed valuation for the
AUTO STAGE
Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
city and county for this year is
tri- Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Mora
.
to
line
Automobile
stage
or
of this,
Only
and Sat- Thursday
Tuesday,
value
weekly,
taxable
fs
S5.803.S91, however,
..An-COITier 3 &
Cutler Brothers, insurance. North- lonvlmrr, MlimhfiV'8
The total valuation for the city for u i u tij ,
west
Leave
m.
a.
corner of Plaza. Adv.
From thia V. arriving Mora 9:45
this year is $13,488,246.
5:45
p.
Las
4
arrive
m.
Vegas
there is $272,256 to te exempted,1 Mora p.
Call central for Frenchy Transfer,
one- - m. Fare for rouna trip,
leaving $13,215,990. of which
Phone Main 35. Adv.
uia
Itouna
to
twt
mp
$3.
W
subject
thhd, or $4,405,244,
week. H. B, Hubbard, Prop.
atlon
Mrs. H. T. Davis, dressmaker, removed to 407 Washington. Gowns at
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Your Thanksgiving Bmnnr?
TURKEYS

n

CHICKENS

SEALSHIPT OYSTERS
PASCAL CELERY
HEAD LETTUCE
LEAF LETTUCE
RIPE TOMATOES
PARSLEY
CAULIFLOWER

ORANGES
fRED GRAPES

'black
'

GRAPES

PERSIMMONS
BANANAS

CHESTNUTS
WALNUTS
ALMONDS
FILBERTS, ETC.

BRIE CHEESE
SWISS CHEESE

STORE
gjE2S2SES3BiIS!ES3

STEARNS'

THANKSGIVING

er of the famous Sabine kennels. Others are Miss Anne Tracy, expert on
'
Foster,
German
sheepdogs; Clair
Theodore Crane, Robert Sedgwick, Jr.,
all of New York and T. H. Harris, the
most successful Welsh breeder, who
crossed the ocean for the show.

gate the feasibility of constructing a
government armor plate plant today
abandoned their plan to hold a house
hearing here, and left for Philadelphia, where they will continue their
investigation at the Midvale and Beth
lehem Steel works.

GOVERNMENT ARMOR PLATE
"Pittsburgh, Pa., Nov. 24.Senator
Padgett and
Haryy Jones of Beulah has applied Tillman, Representative
the
'Admiral
Strauss,
Joseph:
T?pnr
27
37
on
coyotes,
for the bounties
to investl- wild cats and two mountain lions. He congressional committee
will receive $148 on the animals.

Redfield may head the new federal
trade commission, is the rumor in
Washington. Another vacancy in the
cabinet, and it's available to a lame

There will be a called meeting of
the Indies' Aid society of the First
Methodist church tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock at the residence of
Mrs Gus Speicher, Room 1, Pioneer
building. All members are requested
e
present. Those who have bills
materials
for
purchased for the ba
zaar are requested to present them
to-b-

DINNER
RED AND WHITE GRAPES
PERSIMMONS.
BANANAS.
NEW ORANGES.
STRAWBERRIES.
CRANBERRIES
TURKEYS
OYSTERS
'
CELERY
HEAD LETTUCE
FRESH TOMATOES

TURNIPS
SWEET POTATOES

'

Tonight at the 0. R. C. hall
there will be a regular meeting of
the Modern Woodmen of America.

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

All members are invited to attend.
The proceedings will commence at 8
o'clock promptly.
,
COLLECTION FOR CHARITY

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

At the Thanksgiving day service at
BEETS
the First Presbyterian cnurch ThursPARSNIPS.
day morning the cuseomary contribution will be made for the charitable
work of the Las Vegas hospital. Peo-pi- e
are asked to remember this feature of the day and to bring liberal
gifts for the needy and suffering nearpopular prices. Adv.
est home. A special number wltt be
Grocer and Baker
a duet, "In His Hands Are All the
chicken dinner by LuthBig
Corners of the Earth," by Mrs. F. L.
eran ladies' aid Wednesday evening
Reiman and Mr. George H. Kinkel,
5 to 8 p. m. at 507 Sixth street.
See our line of Monogram samples and a full choir will render the "Te
in the newest and most artistic de Deuni." The Rev. Dr. R. A. Simonds
matinee,
Thanksgiving
Special
will, preach the sermon. All people
signs. Optic office.
Thursday 3 p. m., at the Photoplay
are most hearjiiy invited.
theater. Adv..
if
meeting
The regular
of the local lodge of the Loyal Order
Finch' Golden Wedding Rye, aged
of Moose, which usually falls on the PROBATE JUDGE IS
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
second Thursday of the month, will
At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
you.
be held on Wednesday night of this
week instead of Thursday. A lunch
LOST IN JUNGLES
matinee,
Thanksgiving
Special
will be given and a general good time
3
the
at
Photoplay
m.,
p.
Thursday
(
enjoyed.
theater, Adv
TIME

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.

25-ce-
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Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

Tim Beat

HAS A LONESOME

TAFOYA

.

ESTABLISHED 1876
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TRYING TO FIND HUNTER
Wedding announcements in the long
'narrow
effects, plain or panel station
COMPANIONS
i v
,h
1
graved in Greek, Astor,- Oldat work on the Romeroville road haB
heor Script texts are
Probate Judge Adelaide Tafoya,
Wasted a considerable portion of rock
minute. See them at The Optic office. who was a member ofa hunting party
from tlie Romeroville gip.
that left here on November 12, strayed
The Elks will have a good time to- from his friends and was lost for
and
Peel
matinee,
Lemon
Orange
Thanksgiving
Citron,
Special
a class of eight or two davs. The party, consisting of
the Photoplay night in initiating
Thursday 3 p.
Crystalized Ginger.
After the cere- - Adelaido Tafoya, Dan Maes, Apolonio'
new
members.
nine
'
,
theater. Adv..
Figs and Dates.
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COSTS NO MORE THAN CARELESS
OR INDIFFERENT SERVICE
OUR "CODE OF SERVICE" IS WITHOUT QUESTION THE BEST IN THIS
CITY
OUR MANY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAS GIVEN US A TRAINING
NOT TO BE OTHERWISE ACQUIRED
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For the best on the market today see us.
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ed for the auto.
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Home Of The Best Of Everyling

Full Line of
Poultry, Meatts, Vegetables,
In fact everything necessary for your Thanksgiving din- ner. Don't forget to give us your order for your Turkey.
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CO.
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The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
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Seamless Velvet
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$22

9x12 Rugs.

Jap a Lack for anywhere or anything about the house is still the
best varnish made. We have 11 in all sizes and colors. Prices absolutely the same as in any eastern city.
EVERYTHING IN BRUSHES AND HOUSE PAINTS.
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